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Preface
multiplied requests on the part
of my readers and friends, I have decided to pub
lish a book of messages entitled, "A Holiness
Manifesto." In doing so I am in no sense seeking
In response to

compete with the splendid writers of the classi
cal literature on the subject of holiness, but rather
to

to

produce another devotional book which I trust

may be
ness

a

blessing

Movement.

to my many friends in the Holi

Instead of

it would need to be read
sage, I have

as a

book

a

so

united that

whole to get its

prepared each chapter

mes

it may be

so

read

independently, which accounts for some repe
tition. Every chapter is a message in itself, yet,
in the scope of the book I have sought to cover the
subject so as to make it worthy of its title, A Holi
Manifesto.

ness

If it feeds the souls of God's

helps
it,

any to obtain the

I shall be

blessing who do

happy indeed.

help

in the

to

reality

important truth.

This book is

that

some

and

not possess

It may also

build and establish the faith of
of this

holy people

comes

not

copyrighted,

from my pen belongs

and may be used for His

glory by

and

anything

wholly

to

anyone.

In Jesus' Name,

C. W. Butler

God,

Introduction
The Communist Manifesto
Marx and Frederick

reaching influence
in that

more

Engels

was

issued by Karl
The far-

in 1847.

of this work is

now

manifest

than one-third of the earth's

popula

tion has been brought under the sway of the Com
munist

regime.

A manifesto of far greater influence and

nificance,

than the Communist Manifesto, is pro

claimed by the Apostle Paul in these words

cording

sig

as

he hath chosen

us

foundation of the world, that

"Ac

in him before the
we

should be holy

and without blame before him in love"
The holiness

:

(Eph.

1

:4)

.

manifesto, patterned according to

God's choice and plan, is the supreme manifesto
This manifesto extends from the
of the ages.

eternity of the past to the eternity of the future,
and presents the only complete remedy for the
malady of sin in all of its phases, the overwhelm
ing blight

and

curse

of mankind.

equipped men of our genera
tion, to present the Scriptural manifesto on "true
holiness," is Dr. C. W. Butler. He speaks out of
a wide experience as pastor, teacher, college presi
dent, author, editor, and evangelist. His keen,
penetrating insight, profound spiritual discernOne of the best

ment, and wise discrimination in terminology,
have contributed to a manifesto on holiness of the
first rank.

This volume presents holiness

Scripture; holiness
holiness

as a

life.

as

heart

a

as a

doctrine of
and

experience,

The instant crisis involved in

obtaining the experience of holiness is not a final
ity but a door of entry to an experience where
much

territory

quests

are

is to be

explored and

many

con

to be made.

The relation of the

new

birth to holiness is

portrayed with clear and illuminating insight.

timely illustrations in this volume are ade
quate windows through which floods of light en
ter for further illumination of the subject. The
theories of eradication, suppression, or counter
The

action

are

discussed in regard to their relative

merits

on a

scriptural basis. The author

is not

sin

a

as

says

:

"It

sin to be human. To associate

inseparable is

being the author

to

mortality and
charge God foolishly as

of sin. God created mortal man,

but God did not create sin."

The steps necessary to obtain and maintain
the experience of holiness

the

are

clearly defined. In

chapters of this book will be found

house of truth

to "the

a

treasure

breadth, and
length, and depth, and height" of the experience
of holiness, obtainable in this life through the

pertaining

shed blood of Christ, which cleanses from all sin.
The full and

complete atonement of Christ for

all sin does not leave the human heart

a

necessary

hiding place for the remains of carnality.
is not limited in his power to

save

Christ

from all sin.

He is able to do for the Christian

abundantly

above all that

cording to the

we

"exceeding
ask or think, ac

power that worketh in us."

J. C. McPheeters
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CHAPTER I

The Doct-rine Of Holiness
In the

history

ment there is
common

a

of

modern holiness

our

Trinitarian statement which is

but valuable.

for it I do not know.

Who

was

first

Scripture, holiness

ence, and holiness

as

statements there is

room

for

bring

a

series of chapters

holiness

:

heart

as a

as a

experi

Under these three

life.

a

a

ting forth of the whole truth.
to

responsible

But it analyzes and classi

fies holiness truth under three heads
doctrine of

move

very

thorough

It is

following

our

set

purpose

this outline.

We shall be true to the Word and to the facts

as

revealed therein, and to the experience of those
facts in

our

We shall seek to show the ad

lives.

vantages of the experience in every phase of
total

living.

First, the doctrine

as

set forth in the Word of

Please observe it is

God.

Scripture.

a

doctrine

truth of

"This is the will of

your sanctification" I Thess. 4 :3.

hath not called

us

unto

ness" I Thess. 4 :7.

of the

or

As such it is declared to be in the will

of the sovereign Father.
even

our

Father)

we

God,

"For God

uncleanness, but unto holi

"By the which will (the will
are sanctified, through the of7
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fering

body of Jesus Christ

of the

Heb. 10:10.

"To them that

are

for all"

once

sanctified by God

Father, and preserved in Christ Jesus" Jude 1.
"According as He (God the Father) hath chosen
us in Him before the foundation of the world, that
the

we

should be

holy and without blame before

him"

Ephesians 1:4.

Secondly,

that which the Father hath chosen

and willed concerning the character His
are

to

people

bear. He hath provided and made available

by the death of His Son. It is, therefore, associated
with the shed blood of the Son.

The will of the

Father is

accomplished through the provision of
the death of His Son: "Through the offering of
the body of Jesus Christ." "Wherefore, Jesus also
that he might

with his

sanctify the people

own

blood, suffered without the gate" Hebrews 13:12.
"Who gave himself for
unto

himself

a

us

that he might

purify

peculiar people zealous of good

works" Titus 2:14.

The

experience

prepares

us

spiritually and motivates unto every good work.
"Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also
loved the Church (twice-born children of God)
and gave himself for it, That he might
and cleanse it with the

Word

(the symbol

of

present it to himself

washing

sanctify
by the

of water

regeneration) that he might
a glorious church, not
having
,

9
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spot

or

wrinkle,

should be

or

thing; but that it
blemish" Eph. 5:25-

any such

holy and without

"The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth

27.

from all sin" I John 1 :7.

us

The Father wills it, the Son

provides it, and that
which the Father wills and the Son provides the
Holy Spirit is given in his sanctifying fullness to
realize unto us. That is, by the direct agency of
the

Holy Spirit the experience is wrought

and made real and effective.
of the Gentiles

in

us

"That the offering up

might be acceptable, being sancti

fied

by the Holy Ghost" Romans 15:11. "Elect
according to the foreknowledge of God the Father,
through sanctification of the Spirit unto obedi
ence" I Peter 1 :2.

"God hath from the

chosen you unto salvation
of the
13.

through sanctification

Spirit and belief of the truth" II Thess. 2 :

That

Ghost.

beginning

is, in sanctification wrought by the Holy

God's chosen and established method in

applying salvation is by the

work of the

Holy

Ghost.
"For by
ever

one

them that

offering, he hath perfected for
are

sanctified" Hebrews 10:14.

"Follow peace with all men, and the sanctification
without which

no man

shall

see

God" Hebrews 12

:

14.

That is the definite sanctification the Father

A HOLINESS MANIFESTO
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by His will and decree, provided for
meritoriously by the blood of Christ and made
authorizes

real by the promise of the Father in the Pente
costal baptism of the

Holy Ghost.

The Bible setting of this great truth makes the

experience

a

vital

part of

our

salvation.

It is,

therefore, clearly taught that it is received, as is
every part of salvation, wholly by faith. In Acts
26:18 where

we

have the record of Paul's minis

try, the scope of it climaxes in this truth: "To
open their eyes and to turn them from darkness

to

light, and from the

that

they

power of Satan unto

may receive the

God,

forgiveness of sins and

inheritance among them which are sanctified by
faith that is in me." Here we have the whole pur

Gospel declared from turning a sinner
God, first for forgiveness and then for sancti

pose of the

to

fication.
of

one

Both facts obtained

full salvation.

by

faith ; both parts

That is the basis for Mr.

Wesley's speaking of sanctification as the "second
blessing properly so-called. Not simply being
blest, but obtaining the blood-provided cleansing
of all indwelling sin, a definite part of the one
salvation.
The Bible setting of this doctrine
makes it indeed "The Central Idea of the Gospel.'"'
This is the ultimate moral objective of the whole
revelation of God, and His atoning provision for

A HOLINESS MANIFESTO
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man, His moral creature.

Truly,

He hath chosen

foundation of the

world,

us

that

in him before the
we

should be holy,

and without blame before him in

predestinated

us

love; having

(as redeemed holy ones) unto the

adoption of children by Jesus Christ to himself,
according to the good pleasure of His will, to the
praise of the glory of his grace, wherein he hath
made us accepted in the beloved" Eph. 1:4-6.

Glory

to His matchless grace forever and forever.

Amen.

CHAPTER II

The

Experience Of

The experience of holiness

Holiness

as a

definite

epochal

crisis is in its very nature bound to bear fruit in
the life of its possessor.
the Word of God

I remember

was a new

book to

so

well that

me.

The il

lumination administered to my mind and heart by
the sanctifying gift of the Holy Ghost opened the
book to

me

in

a

way that made it new.

Many

Scriptures before but dimly understood became
clear and radiant with light which confirmed the
reality of my experience and confirmed the truth
of the doctrinal standards maintained and pro

moted by the National Association for the Promo
tion of Holiness.
mony with

truth

so

our

I found

myself in complete har

Wesleyan interpretation of saving

that the faith to which I had consented

when I united with the Conference of the church
now

became

something to which I

not

only

con

sented, but I was made a living witness thereto.
The experience of holiness gives an enlarged
vision of truth. With this enlarged vision, there
comes a passion for the truth which motivates and
gives

one

the urge for its promotion.

comes aware

that what he possesses is
12

One be
an essen-

13
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Like Isaiah,

tial part of blood-bought salvation.

he "sees the Lord high and lifted up."
out of the

deep passion

He cries

soul, "Holy, Holy,

of his

Holy, Lord God of hosts !"
experience takes

This

out of its possessor

ev

erything that objects to or draws back from any
thing in God's Word. He soon adopts the language
of Canaan.

I remember how I used to shudder if

anyone witnessed

ly.

I

say

so

clearly

to

being sanctified whol

allowed, they would better live it and
much about it.

the devil

I

But

splendidly.

ignorantly agreed with
I crossed the Jor

once

dan and began to possess the
was

changed.

land,

One feed of the old

in

me

of the country

that

was

ever

Canaan,

desert, found

an

gone and

a

deep, holy enthusi

was

England,

me.

illustration Dr. C. J. Fowler

gave of this truth to which I

Fowler

ev

shrank from the giants

for the whole truth possessed

I remember

a

of

in love with the land I had entered that

erything
asm

how all this

corn

with the grapes of Eshcol for my
me so

not

pastor of

a

am

witnessing.

Dr.

Methodist Church in New

and of course, true to the truth, he had

holiness revival in his church which produced

living witnesses to this experience.
one

evening at the close of

a

service where many witnessed

He said that

happy, victorious

clearly

to the

joy

14
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of full salvation,

a

refined, cultured, kid-

very

gloved lady of his church

said, "Dr. Fowler, don't

making altogether

are

of

entire

something

you think these

too

sanctification?"

"Sister, did it

ever

up to him and

came

occur

in you that kicks

people
much of this question
Fowler replied,

Dr.

to you that you have
the Word of God?"

on

question stung her with conviction. She
sought and obtained the blessing. He said ever

The

after that she

always talking about and wit
nessing to the experience, using the term sanctifi
was

cation.

Yes, this experience both envisions and im

passions its
with

a

new

possessor

so

that

one

becomes active

and increased zeal for all of God's

truth and for all the souls of
How many ministers and

men.

laymen, too, shrink

themselves with this

from

identifying

truth

because

there is

companying it.

It takes

a
a

certain

definite

reproach

ac

consecration which in

volves death to reputation and death to position,
and a devotion to God and His Word which puts
the stake at martyrdom to cut the

put all, including
it,

on

church and

our

said,

fifty

"Too

years ago

bad.

Butler

and

position in

the altar and swing out free for God.

wise friends of

and

our

shorelines,

My

shook their heads
was

a

promising

15
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young man but he has

run

off with those holiness

people."

Yes,

ing

I have been identified with the whole

truth of God and God's method of

said truth and
now.

it effective for

making

sav

applying

fifty

years

God has led in ways I knew not of, but if I

could stand again at the forks of the road and

know all it involved to identify myself with this
truth, I would without hesitation, and gladly,
make the

same

choice I made at that time.

tled it to stand without wavering

I set

compromise
for the absolute authority of God's inspired Word,
and for the promoting of second-blessing holiness.
No shade of night
It became light in my soul.
has ever arisen on the day in which "the light
shines

more

and

more

unto the

stand at this evening hour of

a

or

perfect day." I
long life without

regret for the choices made and the
lowed for half

a

personal failures

hundred years

course

fol

I regret all

now.

and mistakes made.

I have had

many occasions for self -correction, but I have had
no

occasion for creed revision

during these

years.

The truths embraced then I have proven in all the

vicissitudes of life, and

they have

grown dearer

and sweeter with the passing of the years.
found that truth instead of
needs to be held to with

needing

any

I have

revision,

unquestioning loyalty,

and

16
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truth, instead of changing, has
dimensions of height and depth, of length and
breadth, w^hich remain a continued challenge to a
I have found that

growing soul.
To my young brethren of the ministry let
say, do not shrink from the

cation with true holiness.

me

reproach of identifi

Do not water down the

crisis experience to fit the failure of anyone pro

fessing it, but rather lift the standard
level until all who

are

to its true

below that level will be

awakened to their need and seek and obtain the

blessing that maketh

us

free.

Let

us

preach it,

sing it, and live it, until its beauty shall shine from
our lives, making all who know us best hungry to
possess that which radiates from

ing true.

our

lives by be

CHAPTER III

The Life Of Holiness
Just

idea of

as

the doctrine of holiness is the Central

Christianity

and the experience of holiness

is the true normal state of Christianhood,
life of true holiness is God's mightiest

so

the

challenge

to

unbelieving world.
In the High Priestly prayer of our Lord re
corded in the Gospel by John, in the seventeenth

an

chapter, the very center and hub of that prayer is,
"Sanctify them." There is a double objective to
that prayer, and each objective is twice named.
First, sanctification consummates the believer's

highest union with God.

Secondly, it all

issues

in the effective relation of the Church to the world
order, "that the world may believe." Thus in
21 and 23

verses

stated twice.
be

one

;

as

we

have this double

That in order that

thou. Father, art in

that they also may be

one

in

me,
us :

"they all may
and I in them,
that the world

hast sent me."
may believe that thou

Again in

verse

23 it is

objective

Verse 21.

doubled, "I in them, and

thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one ;
and that the world may know that thou hast sent

me."
17
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deep separation and devotement unto God,
involved in the experience of holiness, results in
establishing such controls in the total living of its
The

possessor, that Christ identifies the believer with

but in Matt. 5 he says,

�

He identifies the believer with himself in

world."

his relation to world
to

save

light of the world
"Ye are the light of the

He is the

himself in character.

plan

people that they in turn shall win the

his

lost of this world to himself.
Christ to the

they

It is God's

order.

We

world, that they

are

to

represent

believe,

may

that

may know.

Sanctification fits the believer for

right world

relationship, and for world conquest. When one
lives the experience the purpose of God is real
ized in the effect of his life.
I

church
the

holding

was
a

a

meeting in

few years ago where

blessing

his home.

one

fine

country

one man

obtained

a

before, and I was boarding in
met him often enough during the

year

I had

year to know he had the

experience and was living
the life of Christian holiness ; and Friend, I have
such confidence in the truth I am setting forth,
that, if

you will assure me you have lived for

year in

possession of the blessing,

fidence

use

such

an

you

as an

experience

I will with

example of the truth.

in the church I

am

a

con

I had

speaking of.

19
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The meeting had the attention of the

People
week
man

were

a man

in the

so was

coming, and about the middle of the
noted as the most godless and wicked

community

unusual that

came to

church. It

was so

people talked about it and said"so-and-

there last night," and he continued several

nights in succession.
every

community.

I managed to

speak

to him

night until I felt led to entreat him about his

soul. When I did so, he began
Church. He spoke

a

tirade against the
of the

disparagingly

so

Church,

bad, if
finally said to him, "My friend,
things are as you say in this church, it is far from
the true Bible standard of Christianity, but what
that is too

I

about Bro. Blank?" and I named the

who, I

assured, had the experience and lived the life

was

in that church for

ple)

man

.

a

year.

(I used him

"Well now," he replied, "he is

an

He got hold of

something about a year
has had the real thing the past year.
had it before."

You

see

were

same

gentleman.
received

us

men

never

The

The
one

The wife

man was one

in the whole

real

early from his chores and
with real courtesy.
(He, too, was an
He

came

in

He

invited to dinner in

member of the church.

of the finest moral

ago and he

meeting.

of the finest homes in the community.
was a

exception.

it works.

Another instance in the

pastor and myself

as a sam

A HOLINESS MANIFESTO
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utterly worldly
visited for
was

my

a

time in

opportunity

his salvation,

the

man, never

I

a

friendly

as

good

way

.

We

until I felt it

to deal with him

regarding

pressed the matter until he madie

following defense.

tion is

attended church)

as

"Mr. Butler, if this salva

you say it

is, I wonder about it.

I have lived here twenty years and I

am

with all my neighbors, all of them

members of

the

talk

We

church.

are

together about

friendly
current

events, about politics and about the weather, all in

friendly way. How is it that not one of them ever
says anything to me about this salvation?" That
was a center shot, but I had one sample to use, so
a

I said to him, "Mr.

R., that is

dition I'll admit.

I

a

very abnormal

preaching a gospel
experienced, would make
am

con

here

such
which, if
a fact impossible but I am surprised that that is
I am boarding with Brother Blank as you
true.
and

now

know, and do

you

interested in your
weeps

as

ception.
me

salvation,

he prays for you and

he

prays." "Oh well now, he is an ex
During the past year he has dealt with

personally about
Dear readers.

of

know, Mr. R., that he is deeply

fussing

my soul two different times."

God's method works.

Instead

at holiness

and failures in

people about their faults
life, simply preach the real crisis-

experience until it becomes

a

reality

in personal

21
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experience.

When real, it works.

perience in its
thereof.

very nature

Holiness in

ex

brings forth the fruit

God says, "This is the covenant that I

will make with them after those

Lord, I will put

days, saith the

my laws into their

their minds will I write them"

hearts, and

in

(Heb. 10 :10)
"Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter
into the holiest by the blood of Jesus" (Heb. 10:
19). "Let us draw near with a true heart in full
"Let us hold
assurance of faith" (Heb. 10:22).
fast the profession of our faith" (Heb. 10:23).
.

CHAPTER IV

Adyantages Of Holiness
The definite

a

We enter it instantaneously,

big state.

we cross

the boundary of

state into another.

one

we are

true holiness is the

state of grace available to us in this life.

highest
It is

experience of

a

state in passing from

When

we are

but there is much

really in,

in its boundaries to be

as

in the state,

territory with

There is

explored.

a

great

advantage however to one's crossing the boundary

Every phase of our total living
in the Christian life is greatly advantaged by the
crisis-experience of entering the state.

line and

being in.

First, its effect
nothing
cess

more

on

There is

to be desired than free and easy

to God in prayer.

removes

prayer life.

our

The

ac

experience of holiness

the inward hindrances to such access,

relationship and spiritual union,
which greatly increases our fellowship with God,
and which renders our approach to him both free
and establishes

and easy.
our

Sometimes

prayers.

very

with

we

In

one

quick

answers

of my pastorates there

godly, holy, colored

us.

need

to

An illustration of this is very vivid

in my memory.
a

a

woman

who

was

worshipped

I used to go to her home to unite with

her in prayer in

meeting problems
22
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times in revival

23

holding a revival
meetings, doing the preaching myself.

series of

I

seasons.

was

One evening I asked Sister E, to lead in prayer.
She proceeded in freedom and power of the Spirit,
and

finally

in prayer,

came

to the

asking God

point where she named

to

Butler for the service."

quick

answer

"especially bless Brother
I shall

to her prayer.

forget

the

The best way I

can

never

describe it is, if you had been standing
with

ing

a

me

near me

fourteen quart bucket full of water, wait

for the word to dash it

have been

more

her prayer.

me, it would not

real than the response of God to

The instant she mentioned my name,

the Lord gave

thrill of it

on

sensible

blessing that the

me

such

a

was as

real,

even

physically

me.

She lived in the state

of water dashed upon

as a

bucket

of holiness of heart and life.
The

fellowship phase of the

prayer

life

is

greatly intensified and enriched. By the experi
ence we are freed from opposing elements, and
are brought into such agreement with God, that
fellowship is deep and sweet.
Secondly, its effect

temptation.

You hear

on

our

some

preachers

will have much stronger temptations
are
are

in the experience.
some

to

power

meet

say you

after you

While it is true that there

temptations peculiar

to the

sanctified.
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for instance, the

temptation

to

over-confidence,

the whole, the benefits of being

meeting the old temptations

on

truly sanctified, in

are

great.

Just

as

it

healthy when you are well, so it is
easy to have victory over the world, the flesh, and
the devil, when you are well spiritually.
I shall never forget my own experience as I

is easy to be

read II Cor. 10:3-5, after I had the

experience.
walk in the flesh (live in

reads, "For though we
our body) we do not war after the flesh : For the

It

weapons of

our

warfare

are

not

carnal, but mighty

through GodtothePULLING DOWN of STRONG
down

imaginations, and every
high thing that exalteth itself against the knowl
edge of God, and bringing into captivity every
thought to the obedience of Christ."
I had already experienced the victory described
It had been so easy to bring
in this Scripture.
into captivity every thought to the obedience of
Christ, and to cast down every high thing, that
when I read this Scripture, my heart leaped with
in me with joy. I said, that is what has happened
HOLDS; casting

to me.

It dawned upon

all sin out and

me

then that God had tak

in to

stay in the temple of
my selfhood, and as Jesus said, "The prince of this
world Cometh and hath nothing in me," so I
en

come

could meet Satan and say, you have

nothing here
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that

belongs

Victory is

to you.

so

much easier

when sin is out, and Christ dwells within.
lose the grace of holiness, but

one may

one

Yes,

has the

power not to.

It is

a

very serious

to turn back when

thing

Holiness makes

have possessed this grace.

we

what

we

ought to be, and gives

that which

ought to do.

we

us

us

power to do

To turn to sin after

knowing this power, is like a man with plenty of
money failing to pay his bills. There is available
to

us

in grace all

we

need to be and to do

Glory to God ! "Not that we
ourselves, but our sufficiency is

as we

suffi

ought to.

are

cient of

of God."

We

are

united with the

source

of power.

Cyrus Nusbaum, when obtaining the experi
ence

wrote the song, "Let Him Have His

With Thee."

panion

Ellen Williams Childs wrote

song, "Jesus Has His

"Walking with

my

Way

a com

Way With Me."

Saviour, clinging only to the

cross ;

Bathing in the blood that purifies from dross ;
For his blessed knowledge counting all besides
but loss

�

Jesus has his way with

me.

His power has made

what I ought to be !

His blood

now

me

sanctifies, and sets

His love fills all my soul, and I

can

me

see,

free!
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'Tis best for him to have his way with me,"
This makes the victory present and real.

I

am

persuaded that where the experience is real, it
works.

Thirdly, the great advantage
ness

is, it

prepares

tests of life.

us

of

to meet the hard

to

in

ex

and to all but

self-will,

Often the final test of

consecration

trials and

obtaining the

The condition of

perience brings death
God's will.

having holi

complete
preparation for obtaining the

blessing is such, that it

prepares

us

our

to meet future

tests.

experience, he brings
the death point and centers us in his holy
The test may be simple and seemingly small,

When God tests
us

to

will.
or

it may be

some

us

in this

major interest

life, but whatever it is, it brings
in his

will, that

we are

or concern

us so

of

to center

prepared to suffer, live,

Consecration puts the stake at
martyrdom, then we are ready for anything this
or

die for him.

side of it.

Paul said in

pressure in

Asia, until life

we

speaking
was

of trouble and

despaired of, "But

had the sentence of death in ourselves"

(II Cor.

1:8,9).

My

own

test

was severe,

but I have thanked

God many times for it, as I have met the various
circumstances of the years.
I saw and became
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enhanced by the beauty and power of true holiness.
I did not know all about the entrenchments of "The

Old Man," in my personality, but God knew and
he searched me out, and brought me truly to the

"Day

of Pentecost" for

me.

I

bition to get on, and advance

nature.

see now
was

how

am

strong in my

I wanted to climb to the best I

was ca

pable of in Appointments and win success in hav
ing something. I was reared in the limitations of
poverty, against which I rebelled
had called

as a

God

boy.

ministry, I had united with
the Conference, I was prospered in the work.
When I earnestly sought holiness, God asked me
me

into the

if I would take holiness and

promotion.

He asked if I would take holiness if

it meant to go back to the
ble and

demotion, instead of

serve

no

on

hard scrab

I made my choice

there.

"Lord, there is

beginners

place where there

whom thou didst die too small for

are

me

�

I

said,

souls for

to go to and

do my best.
"If I have

only

a

small place to

small salary, I'll do the best I
my

family.

can

point

for me, but God

dead to ambition

county

and

a

for souls and for

I'll take holiness and hard scrabble if

that is what it will cost." That
death

serve

yet

so

house when you

was

saw

indeed

that I

a near

was

not

added, "and die in the
get through?" Again I
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had to choose.

said, "Lord, it will be just as
short a trip to glory from a county house as from
a beautiful home with velvet carpets and downy
I

beds. I'll take holiness if it
to die in."
me

This, with

to where God

and he

some

I

saw

the county house

means

other tests

brought

ready to be sanctified,

was

proved his faithfulness and

gave

me

the

blessing.
I have often testified to the fact that I got

the train in Lansing,

ing and somewhere

without the bless

Michigan,

on

on

the Grand Trunk train be

Lansing and Perry, God sent a Lightning
Express for Canaan, and my baggage was so
tween

streamlined that I caught the express and landed
in the Canaan of Perfect Love and true

holiness,

that I got off the train in

Perry singing, "I'm
living in Canaan now, I'm living in Canaan now,
I'm doing well, I'm glad to tell, I'm living in Cannaan now."
The atmosphere was so glorious, I
felt as though I had just begun to live. I had
so

struck my true native clime.

True holiness is in

deed the level upon which God

designed

man

to

live.
How many times
ence

as

I have faced the

of life this test has proven

for it.

My reputation

a

given

experi

real preparation
to God.

I have

had many occasions to thank God for that.

I have

was
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had

some

injustices,

hard

things

to

meet, have suffered

but with Paul I could say, "None of

these things

move

me."

Paul did not say,

these things hurt me, but
move

some

He wrote the

me.

none

of these

things
wonderful chapter on
none

Perfect Love and declared that "Perfect love
dureth all

things."

of

en-

The advantage of being truly

sanctified is thus proven in all the

phases of

our

Christian

living.
fourth special advantage

The

side of life.

True holiness

as an

is

on

the service

experience fur

nishes its possessor with the motive and power for

sustained
power,

sonal

8, has

as

Christian activity.
well

as a

pentecost.
a

two-fold

power in

our

per

"Ye shall receive power" Acts 1

reality

holy go in the soul.
legitimate activities
ing God.

purifying

There is service-

in

experience.

:

It puts the

It prepares for service in all

for

winning souls and honor

"Sanctified and made meet for the Mas

"My strength is as the strength of ten,
because my heart is pure"
Tennyson.
ter's use."

�

Health is the normal condition of physical life.

Holiness is spiritual health. It is therefore the
normal condition for true Christian living and

activity.

CHAPTER V

The Relation Of The New Birth
To Holiness and Heaven
entering the Kingdom of God was
settled forever by the great Master when, in con
ference with Nicodemus, he declared, "Ye must
be born again." He enlarges the circle of his state
The law of

ment in the context to include all

(that is any man) be
the kingdom of God."

a man
see

"Except

again, he cannot

The "must" of this

arbitrary ruling by a
Instead of this, it is the absolute

text is not based upon

sovereign God.

born

men.

an

ly essential outgrowth of conditions and facts
in the life of

they exist
No

the

one

same

and it is
another
occupy

of

I

obviously
position, I

in his natural state.

occupy two

us can

time.

man

am

as

standing

places
in

in space at

one

position;

true that if I desire to occupy

change from the place I
to the other point in space which I desire

to occupy.

must

I cannot fill space at two

points

at

one

time.

The condition of

man

state is such that he
dom of God.
mental

in his

simply

There is

an

natural, once-born

cannot

see

the

King

essential and funda

change which must be experienced in
30

or-
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der to be both conditioned and placed where we
can see the spiritual realm of things involved in
the

Kingdom
in

room

closed.

a

of God.

It is like

our

occupying

house with the doors to other

We cannot

see

a

rooms

that which is in the ad

joining room without opening the door and enter
ing that room. Certain facts obtain in our natural
state; and there
state

are

certain facts in

spiritual

a

in the nature of the case, must be

which,

by the door to those facts or they cannot
be known. Therefore we accept on the basis of
logic, as well as on the basis of authority, the ab
solute necessity of the supernatural change in the
entered

heart of every
man

to

see

itual life

man

and all

men

and know the realities involved in

or

Here is

in the
a

Kingdom

never

spir

of God.

"must" which leads to something

larger and better by obedience
birth

in order for any

to it.

results in narrowing

or

The

new

ensmalling

the true life of the individual, but the exact op

posite of this. Life is both enlarged and enriched
by the facts brought into our possession by the
experience of
a

very vital

The

the

new

change

birth.

in

spirit department of

and God

comes

consciousness

a

our

our

These facts involve

relationship

nature is made alive,

within the range of

reality.

to God.

our

moral

New life is imparted to
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spirit nature.

our

This life is received

sciousness by

our

a

vital

in his Saviourhood.

change

order in which

ions of
us

men

we

in

of the world,

There is

relation to the world

Our bondage to the opin

live.

a new

we

a

godless world about
is established in

loyalty

seek to know and be conformed
We change masters in the

to the will of God.

experience of the

new

the fact that "one is
are

con

Instead of conforming to the standards

lives.

all ye

our

and standards of

is broken and

our

into human

personal embrace of and receiv

ing Jesus Christ
also

directly

birth.

We

come

to realize

master, even Christ, and
This experience introduces

our

brethren."

fellowship of God and of his people, a
reality in our inner life, of which we may be as
certain as that we love or hate in our spirits, or
as that we are hot or cold in our physical selfhood.
us

into the

The change effected by the

new

birth is such that

experience it without knowing it. The
of our knowing that we are born again is

no one can

absence
a

clear witness against its being

lives.

It is

by the

new

birth that

a

we

fact in

our

become chil

"And if children, then heirs ; heirs
of God and joint heirs with Christ."
dren of God.

The relation of the experience of the
to definite Christian holiness is

a

new

birth

very vital rela-
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tion.

The conditions upon which

again involve

an

we

Sinning

ful habit of

when

our

lives

ceases

The practice of

birth begets in

motivating
holiness.

us

urge for

as

the

our

of life has

the wil

are

we

born

in all

righteousness

relationships and activities
real beginning as a result
new

born

are

abhorrence of sin andthe embrace

of and love of righteousness.

again.
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a

our

vital and

of this change.

The

hope which becomes the
seeking the blessing of

hope in him
purifieth himself, even as he is pure." The hope
of seeing Christ and being as he is furnishes the
believer the strongest motive for availing himself
of the

"Every

man

that hath this

complete cleansing through the merit of

Calvary's sacrifice, and the full renewing of his
inner nature in righteousness and true holiness
after the image of him that created him.
we

are

born of God,

"holiness,
Lord."

right of

we are

without which

no

When

made heirs of that
man

shall

see

the

The second work of grace is the birth
every believer.

It is not

only

ours

by

birth; but it is expressly and
repeatedly declared to be in the will of God, as
our Father, for us.

virtue of the

new

It is related of the late Amanda Smith that
two brethren

the

question

on a

of the

camp

ground

personal

were

discussing

experience of holiness
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they were passing Amanda's tent. They were
questioning with regard to this high standard of
being sanctified wholly, whereupon Amanda stuck

as

her head out of her tent and said

"Brethren, this

:

in Father's will for me, and I'm

am

have that which is in his will

or

Instead of real children of

a-going to

bust the will."

God, if rightly in

shrinking from definite
holiness of heart and life, there ought to be a glad
embrace of this high privilege and holy calling of
God. No doubt there always will be such an em
brace unless ignorance or prejudice interferes
structed, objecting to,

or

with the normal outreach of the
in

children of God.

us as

new

life begotten

Enlightened ignorance

usually kill prejudice; and the enlightened
subject will then either walk in the light; or, if
for any reason his choice is otherwise, he will
will

draw back unto darkness and death.
The

new

birth makes

way to the

our

cludes

a

us

heirs of glory ; but

goal of glory,

our

definite work of grace

Christian hoHness, which is the
selfhood for the

possession of

birth makes

inheritance in

begetting in

qualifying

our

on

of

us
our

final inheritance.

heirs of his eternal glory.
The experience of Christian holiness prepares us
The

new

for the

possession of

There is

an

us

our

inheritance.

experience in holiness "without
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which

no

final test of
enter his

shall

man

our

This is the

full preparation to meet God and

glory.

the fact of the

the Lord."

see
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It involves and

new

birth.

clearly implies

We may have the first

of these two works and need the second ; but if

we

possess the

second, it is

we

have all the

reality and benefits

fore, the final

test

an

assured fact that

of the first. There

required for

entrance into his

glory does not rest with the statement, "Ye must
be born again," but upon the further fact to which
this fact is so vitally related, "Without holiness no
man

shall

see

the Lord."

CHAPTER VI

Witnesses To Holiness
In

little journal which

a

came

to my attention

sometime ago from London,

England, I found the
brother John Garrick, under the

testimony of one,
caption of "A Complete Deliverance."
enjoyed this testimony and

am

I

passing

greatly
it

on

to

In connection with it I wish to call at

others.

tention to

one

very

important statement. Brother

Garrick witnesses with reference to his experience
in

regeneration, "Sin did

it existed."

not reign in my

This statement of the truth

life, but
is really

classical.
The gracious grace of regeneration breaks the
power of sin and conditions
over

it.

However,

one

to live in victory

long as sin exists as an in
lives, the danger of failure is

as

dwelling fact in our
very greatly increased. This discrimination makes
exceedingly clear the work of entire sanctification.
In this grace sin, as such, is removed from our
inmost nature ; and in its

ity

place there exists

a

pur

which not

cludes

an

only frees from sin but which in
inwrought righteousness which is ours

by faith in Jesus Christ. The experience of Chris
tian Holiness, in its very nature and content, pro36
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vides the believer with the secret of

tory.

In this grace there is

preservation
the

holy

as

well

urge for its

Brother

as

an

an

abiding vic

element of self-

element which gives

propagation.

testimony follows.
Madeley says,

Garrick's

sainted Fletcher of
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The

When you are solemnly called upon to bear testimony
to the truth and to say what great things God has done
for you, it would be cowardice or false prudence not to
I was born again when eighteen
do it with humility.
years of age, and

life

by
opened

the

Spirit

a

great change

of God.

Such

in my heart that it

a

wrought in my
fountain of joy was
extinguished the de
was

utterly
formerly found pleasure in. I was a
Old things had passed
new creature in Christ Jesus.
new.
I had passed from
had
become
all
away,
things
death unto life. My entry into the Christian experience
was so satisfactory to me that I imagined the work of
God in my soul was complete; that sin had not only
been forgiven, but destroyed. However, I was soon to
sire for all I had

I was an out-and-out Christian and
find my mistake.
I wished to be
very earnest and sincere in my service.
a useful member in the church, but soon I became con

scious of the presence of
inner being.

a

"mixed multitude" in my

hankerings for the things of Egypt, murmurings against God because of a dissatisfied experience,
and passionate longing for the promised land. Sin did
It had been sub
not reign in my life, but it existed.
There

were

The old man had been bound
dued but not removed.
and
cast
out
not
but
spoiled of his goods. I continued
for
like this
eighteen months, when Mr. T. Lamb Scott
with the
came to address some meetings in connection
of Prayer which were being held
in the Mission I was attending. He preached complete

Pentecostal League
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deliverance from sin and the Baptism of the Holy Ghost
to meet the entire need of man. In response to his ap
peal I claimed the blessing and, to the glory of God, I

humbly testify that God has sanctified me wholly. He
has baptized me with the Holy Ghost and with fire.
Hallelujah!
To all the world I dare avow
That Jesus sanctifies me now.
For me to describe what I then realized is utterly
impossible. Jesus became a mighty reality. He became
all-in-all, the altogether lovely One, the Rose of Sharon,
the Lily of the Valley. Hallelujah! Glory! I have cause
to shout over the work of that eventful day. During the
seventeen years that have since passed, God has stood
by and helped me. I have had varying circumstances
to test the genuineness of my submission and the saving
power of God, and I can truthfully say I know "the
blood of Jesus Christ his Son, cleanseth from all sin."
Some of the results of the baptism of the Holy Ghost

in my life have been:
1. The Bible has become an
I love it above all other books.
2. A sensitive conscience.

inexpressible

treasure.

3. A

deep realizing sense of spiritual things.
spiritual power.
5. A burning desire to tell the blessed story of Christ
and his "great salvation."
6. A passionate longing for revival.
Experiences of others fully corroborate this:
�'My whole heart has not one single grain, this mo
ment, of thirst after approbation. I feel alone with God;
He fills the void; I have not one wish, one will, one
desire, but in Him; He hath set my feet in a large room.
4. An increase of

I have

wondered and stood amazed

make

conquest of all within

a

me

that

by love."

God should

Lady

�

Hunt

ington.
"Holiness

�

as

I

then wrote down

some

contempla-
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on

it

�

appeared to

to

me

be of

a
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sweet, calm,

pleasant, charming,
nature, which brought an
inexpressible purity, brightness, peacefulness, ravish
ment to the soul; in other words, that it made the soul
like a field or garden of God, with all manner of pleas
ant fruits and flowers, all delightful and undisturbed,
enjoying a sweet calm and the gentle vivifying beams
of the sun." Jonathan Edwards.
serene

�

"All at once I felt

though a hand�not feeble, but
omnipotent;
wrath, but of love was laid on my
brow. I felt it not outwardly but inwardly. It seemed
to press upon my whole being, and to diffuse all through
me a holy, sin-consuming energy.
As it passed down
ward, my heart as well as my head was conscious of the
presence of this soul-cleansing energy, under the in
fluence of which I fell to the floor, and in the joyful
surprise of the moment, cried out in a loud voice. Still
the hand of power wrought without and within; and
wherever it moved, it seemed to leave the glorious in
fluence of the Saviour's image. For a few minutes the
deep ocean of God's love swallowed me up; all its waves
and billows rolled over me."
Bishop Hamline.
as

not of

�

�

"Many
man

shall

years since I
see

saw

the Lord."

I

that "without holiness

no

began by following after it

and inciting all with whom I had intercourse to do the
same.
Ten years after, God gave me a clearer view to
obtain it; namely, by faith in the Son of God. And im
I declared to all, "We are saved from sin, we
holy by faith." This I testified in private, in
public, and in print, and God confirmed it by a thou

mediately
are

made

I have continued to declare this for
above thirty years, and God has continued to confirm
the work."�John Wesley in 1771.

sand witnesses.

"I knew

Jesus, and He
something in

was

very

precious

to my

soul;

that would not keep sweet
I did what I could to keep it
and patient and kind.
down, but it was there. I besought Jesus to do some-

but I found

me
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thing for me, and, when I gave Him my will. He came
to my heart, and took out all that would not be sweet,
all that would not be kind, all that would not be pa
tient, and then He shut the door."

�

George Fox.

My First Day In Canaan

In

September

of the year 1900 I

pastor of the Methodist Church at

appointed
Perry, Michi

was

point circuit. A few
years before this, under the ministry of Reverend
J. F. Emerick, a mighty revival swept over this
gan.

It

charge.

was

ence

a

three

Emerick

Bro.

preacher. As
there

then

a

was

a

definite holiness

part of the results of that revival,

definite living witnesses to the experi
of second blessing holiness in each of the
were

They were truly consistent, holy
people. It was through the influence and invita
tion of some of these people that I attended the
old State Holiness Camp Meeting at Eaton Rapids
for three days. During that period of time I pur
chased a book entitled "The Sanctified Life" by
Dr. Beverly Carradine. Through the ministry of
the camp and of this book, I was led out of my wil
derness journey into my spiritual Canaan.
The
old Jordan did truly divide, and I went over on
dry ground. I had been dealing with the Lord in
the realm of a perfect consecration and had ac
three churches.

knowledged both

my need and my

pursuit of the
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blessing

to

a

brother preacher
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the train

on

en

route from Eaton Rapids to Lansing, Michigan.
I had been getting ready for this change for some

time.

I boarded the train in

Lansing for

my home

in

Perry ; and somewhere on that old Grand Trunk
train, between Lansing and Perry, I truly passed
over

Jordan and

came

ance

in Canaan,

I walked from the station to the

into my spiritual inherit

Methodist parsonage singing,
I'm

living in Canaan ,now,
I'm living in Canaan now,
I'm doing well, I'm glad to tell,
I'm living in Canaan now.
atmosphere was so precious and the

The

perience

so

delightful that I felt

as

been living in that clime forever.

erally

to fit my soul.

clime for my

new

It

ex

though I had
It seemed lit

indeed the native

was

life in Christ.

There

was an

immediate change of diet in my spiritual life.
Such illumination
gave me

a

whole

was

new

the Sacred Page.

on

Bible.

I had been

ing with regard to the method of
grace.

How

quickly

I

was

works of grace in the Word !
to this I had

grace,

questioned
asking him to give

second work of grace.

It

question
receiving this

enabled to

see

the two

I remember

a man

who

me

The dear

previous
professed this

Scripture for the
man

seemed

a

bit
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regarding the matter and was unable to give
me much light.
But, having received the grace, I
immediately began to see the whole truth standing
This happened on
out prominently in Scripture.
lost

Saturday evening.
The very next morning I preached from the

text, "I indeed baptize

you with water unto

pentance : but he that cometh after
than I, whose shoes I

am

not

me

is

re

mightier

worthy to bear : he

shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with
I was quick to see the double
fire" (Matt. 2 :11)
.

Here is the record of two

cure.

ing two
volving

baptisms, involv

elements and two administrators ; also in
two

spiritual results,

one

symbolized by
I have

water, and the other symbolized by fire.

done very little, if any, serving of manna from
that time until now. The riches of grace opened
to my soul

as never

During the

before.

years which

occasions of loss for

graciously recovered
abide.
been

a

followed, there

time; but

me

and

from these God

taught

me

The illumination of the Sacred

one

were

how to

Page has

of the marked realities which has

been unbroken in my soul for

a

great many

now

years.

ability to trust and hold steady in the ab
sence of feeling and in the presence of very deep
tests is one of the abiding results.
The
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Entering Canaan involved
tude of loyalty to the Word of
of God.

The result of

to

me

a
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fixed atti

God and to the will

daybreak in my soul upon
which there has been no nightfall to date has been
an abiding evidence of this gracious grace.
The
a

consecration then made closed the door of my mind

against all doubt of God's Word so that,
of bowing the knee to what has been called

instead
a

tific age, I have continued to bow the knee to

scien
a

holy

God; and by his grace, like Paul of old, "I have
kept the faith."
I have served an age of question and of doubt.
It has been popular to speak of keeping "an open
mind."

In my

experience the open mind has
light and knowledge of God and

own

been to increase

his Word and of the

deep riches

of his grace ; but

closed mind to every approach to
the reality of Christian faith which has raised
questions of doubt through the mere speculations
it has meant

of human

a

reason.

I want to bear

testimony

working value of the
I

can

to the

practical and

grace of Christian holiness.

witness after these many years that not

one

good word of the Lord has failed. Glory to his
name!
My faith is more certain, God is more

real, and the

continually

grace of Christian holiness proves

to be

a

working reality in performing
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service for

God, and in meeting the tests of life.

CHAPTER VII

The Need and Value Of Being

Sanctified Wholly
I. Entire sanctification is
to make

us

what

we

absolutely

ought to be.

unto holiness.

We

but

holy by nature.

we

are

not

We

essential

called

are

commanded to be holy;

are

Time does not

sin.

We cannot grow sin out of the heart,
but God can take sin out of our spirit, soul, and
cure

instantaneous work of grace through
faith in Jesus' blood. This work of grace is prop

body, by

an

erly designated entire sanctification and it is
further proper to speak of it

as a

second work of

grace.

But you reply

:

"I know holiness folk who

are

not what

be."

It is

to embrace the letter of

they ought to
possible for people

This may be true.

the truth of Christian holiness and contend for it
as

a

doctrine and yet be destitute of the grace

experientially. It is further true that
personalities differ, our abilities and
will all remain much the

holy.
tions

same

after

our

human

limitations

we are

made

Nevertheless, after both of these considera
are

acknowledged I

am

going to insist that

the blessing of entire sanctification does
45

so

take
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the old sin-self out and it does
tural

selfhood, that

so

temper

made what

we are

our na

we

ought

to be.

A

holy

man

is good without the presence of any

admixture of evil in him.
He may make

ment.

you will

mistake in

a

when you get close to the

man

in

judg
practice but

err

and understand him,

find that he is altogether good in the

dition of his real selfhood.
for any

He may

man

There is

to be made what he

no

con

other way

ought

to be

cept by the route of the provision of divine
in sanctifying power which makes us holy.

ex

grace

wholly in order to
thinking now not only of con

II. We need to be sanctified

live right.

I

am

tinued, consistent outward conduct, but I am think
ing also of the inward life every one of us lives,
in

thought, in

We live in the realm of attitudes and of

tion.
faith

purpose, in motive, and in imagina

or

of unbelief.

tification conditions

The
one

blessing of entire sanc
to live right inwardly

where

only God's eye sees and where
know what transpires.
To live with

a

we

ourselves

conscience void of offense to

ward God and toward

men

is

a

standard which

requires a full cure of sin and the empowering of
the indwelling Holy Spirit.
III. We need to be sanctified

wholly

to be satis-
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Our spirit nature has appetites of hun

truly.

ger and thirst and insatiable desire.

The

of sanctification is remarkable in its

effects in
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our

spirit nature.

ture the river of

living

blessing

satisfying

It is to the inner

water

na

flowing.

The satisfaction of sanctification is not the
satisfaction of
the

stagnation,

hunger of want in the

of relish.
all that is

We

but it is the absence of
presence of the

kept with

are

a

keen

hunger

appetite for

holy but without the weakening condi

tion of lack which

The human

comes

from the hunger of want.
and thirsts with

spirit both hungers

insatiable desire for

something,

is found and exactly fits

devotion to the
and receives the

will of

our

and that something

need when in entire

God

faith

our

sanctifying fullness

claims

of the

Holy

Spirit.
IV. We need to be sanctified
tion and prepare

us

to meet

our

tion in the realm of service.

illuminating effect

wholly

to condi

Christian

This

obliga
blessing in its

upon mind and heart envisions

its possessors with

regard to human needs and
divine provisions, until a holy urge possesses all
who are enjoying the blessing to accomplish real
things for God.
but the heart is

only is the vision clarified,
fired with holy passion so that a
Not

wholly sanctified individual

will in

some

measure.
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dependent possibly
world's need
that need
was

as

upon his natural

Jesus

sees

gifts,

see

the

it and will feel toward

something like God felt

when John 3 :16

born in His infinite nature.

We will share

the

sufferings of Jesus and be moved to holy ac
tivity by the passion of love that fills every part
of

our

when

being

with divine love.
Christian

our

How

cleansed temple is filled
we

need holy passion in

The absence of this

activity.

service

coldness and death in the

of

means

God.

Its

fervency and aggressive action. It
of the glories of Christian holiness that it

presence means

is

one

carries in its
ments which

own

serve

experientially
propagate it.

content
to

It is unthinkable to

me

that any

one

the ele

should

possess this grace and have this divine love shed

abroad in his heart by the
have

deep

concern

Holy Spirit and fail

for the welfare of others, both

in the salvation of sinners and in the

the truth and
It is not

spreading of

experience of entire sanctification.

uncommon

in the

early stages of this

ex

perience for its possessors to start out with
idea that

they

are

as

they

can

or

community

as

reach individuals to tell them

what has happened to them.
soon

an

just about going to change the

whole situation in their church
soon

to

disillusioned and have to

Alas, all such

are

recognize that God
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has
a
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great many others working at the task for
long time and that they will have to learn to
a

pull steady and take their place

abiding wit
nesses and at best only win
trophies from the
masses rather than
stirring the multitudes to
as

action.
When I first received the grace, I felt
I could go out and

right every

as

though

wrong, turn the

world upside-down and get rid of all its dirt and
turn it right side up and have it
in about

That is

thirty days.

the zeal that possessed
one

me.

in the church would

a

as

it ought to be

fair expression of

I thought

quickly

surely

every

want what I pos

sessed when I witnessed to them.

I

shared, of

course, with all others who started out in the white

heat of

passion with the expectation that multi

tudes would immediately seek and enter the

perience that
turned

a

some

ex

failed to understand, others

cold shoulder, while still others took

a

openly criticized. Thank
God there were those who were glad to hear the
good news and expressed hunger for the blessing.
In spite of the facts just named, it is neverthe
less true that the vision and passion given one in
pitying attitude

the

blessing

furnish

us

and

some

of entire sanctification is essential to

with motives and power for sustained

Christian activity, and after

one

is disillusioned
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regarding rapid successes and large immediate
results, he nevertheless is possessed of the passion
which makes him alive to the embrace of every

opportunity to help men to God, and he undertakes
things he never would undertake without the holy
urge that this

experience gives.

V. We need to be sanctified

wholly to condi
tion us to engage in the highest activity of which
a human personality is capable, namely; the con
sistent and

live in
us

are

persistent worship of

temples

of

very real.

clay.

a

holy God.

The material

God is

a

Spirit.

We

things about
Without the

clarifying of our souls and the impassioning of
our lives by the sanctifying grace of the Spirit of
God, we are very apt to experience, even after the
grace of

regeneration, the fulfillment of the poet's
picture when he declared, "Our souls, how heavily
they go, to reach eternal joys." Again, "And
shall
I

we ever
am

by

live at this poor dying rate?"

no means

advancing the thought that

possessors of Christian holiness live in

a

frame

of

ecstasy continuously, or that we do not have
periods of suffering temptations ; but I do say that
wherever the Spirit abides in

cleansed heart,
the fervency and fire of devotion which condition
for the

a

worship of God in spirit and in truth are
continually fed as having the source of the same
us
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dwelling within.
us
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How this grace does furnish

with the fuel of holy devotion for the

spiritual

worship of God. We do not have to assemble in
a public place of
worship to experience this, though
when

we

possess it

we

certainly will avail

our

selves of all such opportunities, but it is a heart
condition and life experience which is in a very
proper sense continuous.

The song writer of Israel cried out, "While I
was musing the fire burned."
Holy men and

on
or

worship God while

at their

work, riding
trains or in street cars, driving automobiles,
ploughing furrows in the fields or washing

women

dishes in the kitchen.

ing of

our

There is such

a

harmoniz

spirits with the divine Spirit and such

sacred and

perfected relationship between us and
our God that the experience of the Psalmist is
often repeated. "We muse and the fire burns."
The gracious benefits of the grace of entire
sanctification

fectly

safe

are

so

such that if believers

far

cerned without it,

as

they

were

per

the eternal future is

con

could not afford to continue

to live in the present world without this grace
which brings such gracious benefits into the life
and which is obtainable

question is not, "Who can live
It is rather, "Who can live as he ought with-

Jesus Christ.
it?"

immediately by faith in

The
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out it?"

Dear reader, accept

delay in

no

substitute and make

no

personal possession of this Bloodbought grace. It is the Father's will that you
should be sanctified.
The blood of His Son was
your

shed to make it possible and the Holy Spirit is
now present where you are to make it real. The
Word has revealed it and
am

as

God's ambassador I

commissioned to declare this truth and to call

the believers in Jesus to immediate possession of
this grace.

CHAPTER VIII

Eradicat-ion, Suppression, Or
Counteraction, Which?
It

Socrates who said, "If you wish to talk
with me, define your terms."
The three terms
was

which caption this article have been used in the
field of Christian

theology to represent different
facts with regard to the dealings of God with
original or birth sin. The Wesleyan interpretation
of the truth of Christian holiness has

used, from

time to time, the first of these three terms, "eradi
The Keswick Movement and those of

cation."

the Calvinistic school have used from time to time,
the term

"suppression,"

and in other instances,

the term "counteraction."

We
terms

are

are

frank to confess that

Bible terms.

none

of these

There is however

body of truth in the Scriptures

Bible

one

of these terms,

terminology

in

great

upon which to

base the doctrine of Christian holiness.

defining each

a

we

After

shall turn to

dealing with the subject of

indwelling sin and I trust

we

may be able to dis

by this procedure which one of the terms
best expresses the dealings of God with this phase
cover

of the sin trouble.
53
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The term "counteract" is defined in Webster's
New International Dictionary as follows : "To act
in opposition to ; to frustrate by a contrary agency
or

influence ;

cines.

to counteract the effect of medi

as

Synonyms

This is

a

are, to

nullify,

fine definition and if it

to neutralize."

were

God's meth

dealing with indwelling sin it would mean
the victorious life just as those who hold to this
doctrine designate the best grade of Christian ex
perience which from their standpoint is possible.
The term "suppression" is defined as "an in
stance of suppressing ; state of being suppressed ;
od of

as, the

suppression of

an

insurrection, of truth,

forestry it is defined as retarda
tion or stoppage of growth in a tree or its branches
caused by insuflScient light or nutrition. In medi
cine the term is used to note a complete stoppage
of a natural secretion or excretion.
In psycho
analysis it is applied to the forcible exclusion of a
mental process, an idea or desire, from conscious
and overt activity ; sometimes as equivalent to re
pression, and sometimes as a more conscious and
and

so

forth.

In

deliberate process."
terms

were

used

For

more

a

good many years these

frequently than

by those of the schools mentioned.
at least in

some

any other

It is good that

places they changed from the

of this term to that of counteraction which is

use

by
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all

the stronger and

means

Counteraction

as

defined

more
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meaningful term.
much

comes

nearer

to

the truth than does suppression.
There has always been a battle in the field of

religious thinking with regard to the
term "eradication."

position

standing

sure

that much op

to this term has grown out of

of its true

look to the
cation.

I feel

meaning.

same source

Webster says

for

a

of the

use

Let

misunder

a

us

therefore

definition of eradi

"To

pluck up by the roots ;
to root up or out ; hence, to extirpate ; as, to eradi
cate disease."
Synonyms named are, "to abolish,
destroy, annihilate."
Before

ignating
that if

:

proceeding

to list the Bible terms des

this truth I want to remind my readers

we

find

Scripture corresponding with the

definition of any of these terms, the truth

pressed does not

mean

to dehumanize the

who receives this work.

It is not

subject

sin to be hu

a

To associate mortality and sin

man.

ex

as

insepara

ble is to charge God foolishly of being the author
of sin.

God created mortal man, but God did not

create sin.

when

It is sin of which
the terms

we use

That there is

human nature

God

or

who

a

we

speaking
have been discussing.
we

are

sin-condition inherent in

no one

fallen.

who believes the Word of

rightly analyzes

human

experience
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will

deny. The question is, how does God deal
with this phase of the sin-problem?
Psalms 68:13

"Though

the pots, yet shall ye be
covered with

ye

as

the

have lien among

wings

of

a

dove

silver, and her feathers with yellow

gold."
"And I will turn my hand upon thee, and pure

ly

purge away

thy dross, and take away all thy

tin."
"Come now, and let
the Lord.
be

as

son,

Though

white

your sins be

as snow

they shall be

"Then will I

us reason

;

as

as

together, saith

scarlet they shall

though they be red like crim
wool."

sprinkle clean water

upon you

and ye shall be clean : from all your filthiness and
from all your idols will I cleanse you. A

new

heart

also will I give you and a new spirit will I put
within you, and I will take away the stony heart
out of your flesh and I will

give

you

a

heart of

flesh. And I will put my spirit within you and
cause

my

you to walk in my statutes and ye shall

keep

judgments and do them."
"For he is like

a

refiner's fire and like fuller's

soap ; and he shall sit

as a

refiner and purifier of

silver."

"Knowing this

that

our

old

man

is crucified

with him, that the body of sin might be destroyed,
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that henceforth

we

should not

serve
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sin ; but

now

being made free from sin and become servants to
God, ye have your fruit unto holiness and the end
everlasting life."
"For the law of the
J esus hath made

me

spirit

of life in Christ

free from the law of sin and

death."
"That ye put off

sation the old

man

concerning the former conver
which is corrupt according to

the deceitful lusts."
"But if

light,

we

we

have

walk in the light

fellowship

one

as

he is in the

with another, and

the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth

us

from all sin."
Add to these

Scriptures the very definite New
Testament Scriptures which refer to personal
sanctification

believer.

as

a

definite work in and for the

Then define the term sanctification in

personal, its largest and truest sense, namely,
not only to set apart, to devote to, but to make
clean, to make holy, to cleanse the believer from
It is very
all sin subsequent to regeneration.
its

clear that when God refers to this inward trouble
under the symbol of the stony heart, the remedy

is to take it away.

When he

speaks

of it

as

the

"body of sin" he declares it is to be destroyed.
When he uses the figure of "our old man," he is
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to be

put off and

we are

to

which after God is created

put

anew

on

in

the

new man

righteousness

and true holiness.

pluck or to take
dear reader, if Bible language does

Since to eradicate

out, I ask

you,

not fit this

pression

to

means

thought better than that of either

or

counteraction?

sup

The fact is that the

term "eradication" defined and understood, is the
best term of which I know in
to express the

our

English tongue

thoroughness which is constantly

expressed in Scripture language for deliverance

indwelling sin.
There are many figurative terms used in Scrip
ture.
For instance, bitterness is spoken of as a

from the fact of

root, and sometimes in ministering the truth
speak of the cleansing efficacy of the blood

ing

sin

out, root and branch.

as

we

tak

This language may

mislead sometimes to the

thought of sin's being a
physical or material entity. It is not. It is a
moral condition.
The depravity of our nature
which is purged and cleansed in the sanctifying
gift of the Holy Spirit is a moral poison which

pervades every part of our human selfhood. Total
depravity means there is no part of our human per
sonality which is pure until the cleansing blood is
applied. We insist that when it is applied, we are
then free from all sin, so that, to use the figure.
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sin is plucked up and rooted out. This is
figura
tive language. The fact is a moral fact.

Let

illustrate.

me

is afflicted with

fever.

some

Here is

form of disease which

His temperature is 102.

ize his fever.

individual who

an

causes

You cannot local

It affects the whole

body. You can
free this individual from the fever, removing its
cause so

that his temperature is 98.6.

This does

destroy his humanity. It does not destroy the
possibility or the physical capacity to be sick
again, but it does remove the fever and leave him
not

normal at the time.
The eradication of sin from

our

whole nature

is like the

removing of fever. It does not destroy
our capacity to be tempted, or our capacity to sin,
but it does destroy sin itself and leave our human
ity free from sin and indwelt by the righteousness
which is of God by faith.
upon which

one

The

conditions

is freed from sin will, if met,

tinue to keep him free from sin.

possibility

same

of sin is

con

It is not that the

removed, but it

is that both the

fact of and the necessity to sin are removed. This,
we contend, honors the blood of Christ and brings

glory
a

to

our

holy God.

salvation for

rightly viewed,
man

man

is

a

That God should

which fails to

cure

provide
sin, when

reflection upon himself.

If

cannot be saved from all sin, the limitation
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must be either in the

from his nature,
the part of

or

ability
a

of God to

remove

lack of moral capacity

sin
on

holy. Neither of these facts
is thinkable in the presence of an omnipotent
God who is holy and in the presence of a provision
for the remedy of sin which cost him the supreme

price

�

the

man

to be

gift

of his

We insist there is
sin out of
are

our

only begotten
a

humanity,

Son.

blood-cure that takes all
in the merit of which

built in righteousness and true

we

holiness, and

that this is the true Scriptural doctrine capable of
demonstration in personal experience.

CHAPTER IX

The Importance Of Holiness
Christian holiness
a

fact

or

then its

it is not

a

If it is true

fact.

importance

second work of grace is

as a

cannot be

history

�

over-emphasized.

A great cloud of witnesses arises
of Christian

and it is

�

across

the

path

to declare its truth and its

value.
The

Scriptures afford us abundant proof of
this blessing as being essential in the great plan
of salvation.

All who

real believers accept

are

the fundamental fact of divine revelation, namely,
that Christ died to provide
for sin.

adequate remedy

His death and man's sin problem

directly related.
relation to God,
and not only so,
his

an

success or

are

sin-problem involves man's
his holy law and government;
The

but his condition of heart, and

failure in

sustaining ethical stand

ards of life.
That sin is twofold in its nature is

a

fact

sus

Scriptures and by universal human
experience. We sinned : we stand guilty before a
holy God and his righteous law. We are by our
tained by the

spirit-capacity to
consciousness as a living real-

sins estranged from God.

register God in

our
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ity is

dead in

We do not

us.

know God.

by

(Death always

separation, in all its
vision to meet
and offers to

our

us

uses

need

nature

or

wisdom

conveys the idea of

of the

word)

The pro

.

fully recognizes these facts

in the first approach

we

make to

God, through faith in Christ, the forgiveness of
our sins, the canceling of our guilt, the adjustment
of

relationship with God,

our

so

that

we

become

reconciled unto God and have peace with him. Our
burden rolls away.

We

come

to know him whom

aright is eternal life.
"In whom we have redemption through his
blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to the
to know

riches of his grace" (Eph. 1:7).

being justified by faith, we have
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ:

"Therefore
peace

by whom also
grace wherein

glory

we
we

by faith into this
stand, and rejoice in hope of the
have

access

of God" Rom. 5 :1, 2.

The forgiveness of

Glory to God !
sins, yea, justification
Amen.

our

through faith in Christ (justification

means

for

legal basis, or in harmony with the
righteousness of the law, and involves therefore
the whole redemptive work of Christ and the con
giveness

on a

ditions of
for
and

a

moral approach

on

the human side

appropriation of the benefits of his death)
our being made alive
God-conscious in our

our

�
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fully

and

�

needs

recognized

are
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which

are

adequately

of grace.

We

dealt with in the provisions
made "free from the law." Oh,

are

happy

condition !

of the

flesh,

We

"born, not of blood,

are

nor

of the will of man, but of God"

nor

(John 1:13).
Great and essential
remains
sin

as

the

are

of man's need to

an area

problem which is

not met

as

fully settle his

yet.

need involves man's condition in the
moral nature.

This is

pardon

reach,

from

cannot

our

of sin's

a

disease,"

does

cover

moral ill

a

he needs

a

a

depth of his

being made alive

it.

There is

health,

of condition which calls for

There lurks

This further

condition of need which

nor

spiritual death

facts, there

a

a

a

"seed

perverseness

radical treatment.

foe within man's heart from which

complete deliverance.
his

holy pervades

human

Something

un

selfhood which lifts

within him awful power.

within, out of the heart of man,
proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications,
murders, thefts, covetousness, an evil eye, blas
phemy, pride, foolishness" (Mark 7:21, 22).
"For from

The

taught that

opposite
for

lips which taught this truth also
there is a condition of heart exactly

same

to this.

they shall

see

"Blessed
God."

are

the pure in heart ;

The conditions of heart
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described

by

such

as

Lord in the Mark-Scripture

are

changed by pardoning mercies.
not acts of conduct, but a condi

cannot be

Indeed, they
tion

our

deep

are

That such

down in man's inmost self.

condition exists is
contacts that to
of facts with

a

so

in evidence in

our

a

everyday

deny it would be to fly in the face
degree of unintelligence not many

could be credited with.
Now the question

is,

"Is there in

redemptive

remedy for this area of need? Can
the heart of man be made pure? Is there a cleans
ing from all sin as truly as there is a pardon for
Did the finished provision of
all our sinning?

provisions

a

Calvary include anything

to meet this condition

of need and deal with it

adequately

as

as

with

our

guilt and death?"
"To the word, and to the testimony" for our
The Word, first, "But if we walk in the
answer.
light,

as

he is in the

light,

we

have

fellowship

one

with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ His
Son

cleanseth

us

from all sin"

(I John 1:7).

"Wherefore Jesus also, that he might

sanctify

the

people with his own blood, suffered without the
gate" (Heb. 13:12). "For their sakes I sanctify
myself (offer, or separate myself unto sacrifice),
(in order that) they also might be sanctified
through the truth" (John 17:19).

that
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"In truth"

sanctification, for which Christ died
and for which he prayed, is that deep personal
sanctification which only God can accomplish, and
for which Christ made provision when he "offered
himself without spot to God."
cation is
and

our

Our self-sanctifi-

dedication, consecration of ourselves

all unto

our

cation is

God; but his "in truth" sanctifi
his separating sin from our inmost selves.

He takes sin out of

dwells in

our

our

members,

selfhood, as it
thus purifies our

human

and

hearts, making us "free from sin" and to become
in the fullest, truest sense "servants to God,"
love-slaves, having our "fruit
the end everlasting life."

unto

holiness, and

As all the evil things named by

Mark, chapter
ed

hearts,

so

seven,

holiness

proceed

out of

proceeds

our

our

Lord in

uncleans-

out of our cleansed

and "in truth" sanctified hearts.

Hallelujah !

Now, beloved, this is true, and to its truth and
reality there live today hosts of witnesses; and
of many whose lives have influenced
their times in the past most effectively. These too
have been definite witnesses. I say, if this second

the

names

work of grace meets the need in this second area
of man's sin problem, then it is important with a

degree of emphasis which makes its refusal sinful
and its

neglect dangerous.

It is

truly

an

essential
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part of the good

news

of the

Gospel.

This second work of grace is indeed emancipa
tion from the fear and

fettering of

which in its nature weakens

defeat in living

our
as

followers of

our

meant anyone to

a

us

an

inward foe

and contributes to

persistent and consistent life

Lord Jesus Christ.

come

God

never

into

himself and then go out
that would honor and

right relationship with
and lead the type of life

please him, without being

made pure

within, filled with divine love and em
powered by his own indwelling, his cleansed and
purified temple. Amen. It is hard for a sick man
Make a man holy (which is moral
to be well.
health), and he finds it easy to be holy and to live
holily. Praise God!
"The oath which he

sware

to

ham, that he would grant unto
delivered out of the hand of

our

father Abra

us, that we

our

being

enemies might

without fear, in holiness and righteousness
before him, all the days of our life" (Luke 1 :73,
serve

75).

Amen.

CHAPTER X

Hearf Talk On The Second
Work Of Grace
How any real student of the Word of God
fail to

see

the difference between the first

can

epochal

work of grace and the second work of grace is
more

than I

understand.

can

by which the double

by

our

Lord

are

so

student,

The

new

salvation.

us

plain it is amazing

how any careful reader of the

real

symbols

for sin is presented to

cure

himself,

The two

word,

much less

a

miss the truth.

can

birth is the first divine imperative in

This inward

change is referred

to

as

passing from death unto life, and it is this: The

spirit-department

of human

part which died in man,

as

personality

is that

the first fact in the

original penalty for sin. Man was created a three
fold being
Bodily,
Body, Soul and Spirit.
through the physical senses of seeing, hearing,
�

feeling, tasting and smelling he is earth-conscious.
Soulfully, which involves intellect, imagination
I can close
and memory, man is self-conscious.
nor
my eyes and neither hear nor feel, nor smell,

anything,
being. I think, I
touch

and yet I
reason, I

67

am

a

self-conscious

imagine, I have insight.
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Spiritually,

man was

created God-conscious. This

phase of man's consciousness died when he sinned.
That is, man was so separated from God, that he
lost God-consciousness.

fellowship

of God.

He lost the favor and

Thus

in their natural

men

state "Know not God."

When Jesus said to Nicodemus "Ye must be

just proclaiming an arbi
trary requirement of a sovereign God ; but rather
announcing a merciful and adequate provision of

born again," he

a

Holy God

was

to meet

not

an

imperative need in man's

"Except a man be born again he can
The New Birth
the Kingdom of God."

condition.
not

see

enables him to

see.

As

the New Birth is

soon as

experienced men know God, become God-conscious.
This experience is symbolized by water, and
illustrated by the wind's blowing. Jesus said to
Nicodemus who asked "how can these things be?"
"The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it
cometh, and whither it goeth
is born of the

Spirit."

: so

This is

a

is every

one

that

wonderful illus

tration; there is in it that which cannot be

ex

plained, but there is also that certainty which can
not be denied. Everyone who lives knows beyond
a

shadow of

feel it ;

a

we see

doubt that the wind blows.

the effects of it.

It is

an

We

unmistak-
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able fact known to every one. So the experience
of being born from above cannot be explained but
it is a certainty, known and felt by all who are
thus born.

Then, too,

being thus born
at all.

the unmistakable effects of

are seen.

No

question about this

This truth expresses the first divine im
It is

perative.
There

a

foundational fact in salvation.

is, however,

a

man's need and in God's

second

provision.

Sanctification without which
Lord" Heb. 12:14.

Pentecostal

imperative

no man

It is "The

shall

see

Sanctification,

prayer for his

or

own

unto the end that we, his

might

be "in truth

the

This definite sanctification is

the "In-truth-Sanc-

tification" for which Christ prays in his

Priestly

in

in John 17:19.
own

High
It is

believing people,

sanctified," that he offered him

self in supreme sacrifice.

This iw-irwt/i-sanctification is not ceremonial
or

official,

but it is

personal, character-deep, blood-

bought, and Spirit-wrought Sanctification.

following Scriptures fully confirm

The

this fact. "Hus

bands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved
the church, and gave himself for it ; That he might
present it to himself a glorious church, not having
spot,

or

wrinkle,

or

any such

thing;

but that it

should be holy and without blemish" Eph. 5:25
"Wherefore Jesus also that he might
and 27.
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sanctify the people with his

own

blood, suffered

without the gate" Heb. 13:12.
This second divine imperative, like the first,
is not

arbitrary decree, but rather a gracious
provision to meet an imperative need in man's con
dition. This is symbolized by fire, and is associat
an

ed with

our

being baptized with the Holy Ghost.

This baptism is

definitely in God's plan of sal
vation as is being born again.
Being baptized
with the Holy Ghost is both promised and com
manded by our Lord.
I have heard men embrace the language of
John 17:21, 23 and utterly ignore the fact of the
as

described, to the fact
its being the direct objective of Christ's prayer

relation of the experience
of

for the personal sanctification of those who
his

He witnessed to the Father of them for

own.

whom he
of the

17:16.

prayed "Sanctify them." "They

world,

even as

I

am

are

are

not

not of the world" John

He witnessed further,

and all mine
am

were

"They

thine and thine

are

glorified in them" John 17 :10.

are

thine,

mine, and I

Verses 21, 23

clearly descriptive of the experience of these
after the prayer, "Sanctify them," was answered.
It is indeed faulty, in view of the whole of this
wonderful chapter to claim the experience of vers
es 21, 23 and identify such experience with the
are
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first work of grace.
cure

for

uttermost.

ing is

as

No, beloved, there is

double need in

a

The

plain

After the
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our

being

a

double

saved to the

"Tarry ye" side of Christ's teach
the

"Repent ye" side of it.
disciples had been in the school with
as

Christ for the entire period of his public ministry,
he bade them to "Wait for the promise of the
Father" Acts 1 :4.

his immortal

Surely Toplady

has it right in

hymn. Rock of Ages, when he wrote

"Be of sin the double (twofold) cure. Save from
wrath, and make me pure." These two facts are
associated with the blood of Christ, and the office
work of the
as

Holy Spirit, and

are

both presented

being obtained "by faith." Amen.
When

Paul wrote of and witnessed to the

resurrection of Christ in the Corinthian letter he

said, "If Christ be preached that he

dead,

how say

some

rose

from the

among you that there is

no

resurrection of the dead?" "If Christ be not risen,
then is

vain.

our

preaching vain, and

Yea, and

we

are

God," I Cor. 15:12-15.

your faith is also

found false witnesses of
We may

adopt this

lan

regarding the truth of this article as to two
epochal works of grace, as two parts of one utter
guage

most salvation.

If this is not true then

people

in the

a

great host of God's

past and in the present

are

false wit-
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nesses

We would have to include in this

of God.

list such

men as

Bishops Hamlin, Joyce, Oldham,

Mclntire, McCabe and Mallalieu, and such men
of our own generation as Daniel Steele, Commis
sioner
ton

Brengle, Joseph

H. Smith, J. A.

Wood, Mil

Haney, H. C. Morrison, John Wesley Hughes,

Chapman and a
host of others, both ministers and laymen, num
bering literally thousands, who witnessed clearly
C. J. Fowler, E. F.

Walker,

J. B.

to this definite fact of two works of grace.
witnesses rang clear and backed their

These

profession

by fruit-bearing lives.
Beloved, it follows as a logical and necessary
fact, that if this is truth, then the importance of it
cannot be over emphasized.
It is essential. It is
no

small

error

minister it.

Christ.

to

deny it,

or

to fail to obtain it and

Paul witnesses

"Whom

we

as

to his

preach, warning

preaching

every

man

wisdom; that (in order that) we may pre
sent every man perfect in Christ Jesus" Col. 1 :28.
In preaching Christ, Paul ministered the whole
range of truth which resulted in turning men from
sin to Christ for the new birth, "Warning every
And then, "Teaching every man in all
man."
wisdom that every man may be presented perfect
This means leading men to
in Christ Jesus."
Christian perfection, or in other words, to true
in all
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Let

as a
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second work of grace.

minister all the good

of the

Gospel,
which includes God's double cure for sin here, and
our final deliverance from
mortality, pain and
us

death hereafter.

news

CHAPTER XI

A Heart Talk On Holiness
I met
This
in

a

a man a

Superintendent

is

man

few days ago who hates holiness.

fundamentalist unit of

He entered the

room

Sunday school
independent work.

of

an

where I

ment

so

that

his hand in

clouded,

As he

but he made

by the time he faced

a

seated

was

conversation with his pastor.
countenance

a

fairly friendly

a

having

saw me

a

his

quick adjust

me, he extended

His pastor who

way.

knew his attitude toward holiness noted this, and
after his

departure explained

had not known before.

thinking.
A

man

I mused

on

what the

grace.

a

pastor told

conclusion

one

profession of

could

I said to his

to

me.

pastor, per

something

come

to,

so as
a

which

to respect his

pronounced and

openly confessed hater of holiness.
ever

me

This is the most charitable

grace at all while

that there has

facts I

fundamentalist in

haps he associates holiness with
is not holiness at all.

me some

This incident set

hating holiness yet

faith, professing

to

It is too bad

been associated with the pro

fession of this beautiful grace

anything

so

incon

sistent with the fact and nature of true holiness
as

to

give birth to the kind of deep prejudice which
74
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filled this man's mind concerning this truth.

Misinformation about anything,
may lead to

utterly

turn may lead to
wrong conduct.

It

anyone,

This in

conclusions.

wrong

utterly

or

wrong attitudes and

seems

natural for

even

people

to

say when

they see extremes and inconsistencies
in people professing faith to say, "Well, if that is
Christianity, or if that is holiness, I don't want
any of it." My friend, if what you see and judge

as

wrong, is

holiness,

as

is it true

nor

of its true

see

you

is"

he

mixed

Christianity

be, it is not

in any

degree

reality.
"pure religion and undefiled

When James says,
�

and think it to

recognizes that there

with,

and defiled

and mistaken

or even

may be

religion

by that which is untrue

false.

I said to the

pastor

talking with, "I would like the privilege of
sitting down alone with that man and talking with

I

was

him for

an

hour

or

two."

I believe I could

and win any honest individual with the
truth

regarding

any part of our

disarm,

reality

of

holy Christian

faith.

Let

us

look at "true holiness" and

see.

The

basis of all holiness is the character of God him

self.

God is holy.

"Rejoice in the Lord,

God is
ye

glorious

righteous

and

in holiness.

give thanks

at the remembrance of his holiness" Psa. 99 :9. He
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is "the Holy One of Israel."

His holiness is the

by which all moral values are
measured. Any holiness in angels or men grows
out of and is based upon his original, underived,
eternal standard

eternal holiness.
His word is

created all

The devil

was as

light. God did

have

a

Holy Bible.
us

that

Also it reveals that all unfallen

holy. Angels
angels holy.

are

we

This word reveals to

holy.

heaven is holy.

angels

Then too,

are

moral

God created him,

not make the

beings, God
an

angel of

devil, sin transformed

holy angel into the devil. God created all moral
beings holy, including man. Man was holy in his
origin. It was rebellion against the will of our
a

holy God that

made him

a

sinner.

It follows

as a

conclusion that sin destroys holiness

necessary

and renders any moral

being

who chooses

sin,

a

sinner and sinful.
Now let

us

analyze and define holiness. What

it is, it is absolutely and eternally the
Indeed, the one and only
very opposite of sin.
thing which true holiness is against, is sin. Holi
ever more

ness

is to sin what

light is

to darkness.

Light and

mutually exclusive. Exactly so. So
sin and holiness are mutually exclusive each of the
other in the essential nature of each of these qual
ities. It follows that if we reject one of these eledarkness

are
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ments the

opposite

is embraced.

must love sin.

ness we

If

we

hate holi

The embrace of either of

these alternatives necessarily excludes its
When

rightly understood,

hate holiness.

no

opposite.

Christian

It is the most reasonable

can

proposi

tion

thinkable, that the God who created man, and
who has undertaken to redeem him, should pro
vide

as

the supreme purpose of that

the full moral recovery of

moral

objective motivate

a

man.

holy

redemption,

Could

a

lesser

God to make the

unspeakable sacrifice for a lesser
moral objective? Why think our infinite Creator
and Redeemer, after making such a sacrifice to
provide salvation for man, unable to create him
anew "in righteousness and true holiness?" Eph.
supreme

and

4:24.

provided for in God's plan of re
demption recovers man to a state of heart purity,
and perfect love, which takes out of man's dis
position all that rejects God's holy will, yea, all
in man that is out of harmony with God's will and
nature, so that we are freed from sin, (Rom. 6 :22)
The holiness

and saved from all that

causes

fear of God in final

judgment. I John 4:17, 18. This experience is
rightly designated by Wesley as "Christian Per
fection." It makes us just such Christians as we
ought to be. It results in our power to keep the
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greatest commandment in the law, also the second

greatest, which is like unto it, "Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy soul, and with all thy mind," and "Thou shalt
love

thy neighbor as thyself" Matt. 22:37, 39.
The experience of true Holiness not only frees
us from sin, but empowers us to measure up to
the standards of devotion and of living enjoined
It is truly an em
upon us by our Divine Lord.
powering of our entire moral selfhood for the life
of victory. I like one of John Wesley's definitions.
It is to me especially fine because it presents the
two sides of the experience, the negative and also
the positive.
"Holiness is an instantaneous de
liverance from all sin, and
then given

an

instantaneous power

to cleave to God."

Bishop Asbury witnessed to this experience in the following
language, "I live in patience, in purity, and in the
always

perfect love of God.

He fills my soul with pure

spiritual life, and keeps

me

altogether devoted to

my Lord."

There

are

but mistaken

two other

people

reasons

why

oppose holiness.

some

good

One is the

fallacy of identifying sin with our humanity as
if they were one and inseparable "until death do
them part." Of course, if it is a sin to be human,
then while

we are

human

we can never

be

holy.
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But it is not

part of
were

true

our

true

sin to be human.

a

Sin is

no

essential

If this proposition

humanity.

would be compelled by logic of the

we

situation to make God the author of sin, also to
believe Christ

was

sinful.

Dr. Edwin Lewis made

this mistake in his

great book, "A Christian Mani
festo," and instead of following through in a true
Arminian view in

holiness

as

theology,

and

acknowledging

God's remedy, he took refuge in the

sovereignty of God, and declared, because God is
sovereign he had the right to create. I do not
wonder that he later swung to the awful
a

later book,

"Creativity

a

versus

No, dear reader, God did
he did create

man.

He not

not

only

error

in

DisCreativity."
create sin, but

created

man

but

humans, and made the great provi
sion of "Grace" not to save us from being human,
but to save us as humans from being sinful. John
he loved

3:16

us as

assures us

The second
of

making

of this great fact.

reason

I have in mind is the

error

infirmity and limitation of our
This error issues in a legal or ab

every

humanity sin.
solute perfection, whereas holiness provided for
believers, by the baptism of the Holy Ghost, brings
us to an evangelical or Christian perfection, where
"love is the fulfilling of the law" Rom. 13:10.
There is no moral quality in our infirmities.
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nor

in

our

limitations.

Sin is willful wrong.

In

it is the spirit of rebellion against the known will
From all of this true holiness delivers us,

of God.

and centers

our

will in God's will, and

affectional nature,
trols

our

lives.

so

We

purifies

that love dominates and
can

live where

we

our
con

say with

Jesus, "I do always the things that please him."
This is according to I John 4:17, 18.
our

love made perfect, that

in the
we

we

"Herein is

may have boldness

day of judgment," because, "as he is,

in this world."

"There is

no

so are

fear in love ; but

perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath
torment.
love."

by the
Lord.

He that feareth is not made

This most desirable

perfect in

experience is provided
blood, and obtained by faith, praise the

CHAPTER XII

Holiness And Service
"Sanctified, and

meet for the Master's

use"

(II Tim. 2:21).
God's method for producing the state of Chris
tian holiness is, to sanctify his believing children
This grace is obtained by faith, and by

wholly.

faith alone.

The believer's

exercise of the faith

ly

is

our

by which God sanctifies whol

entire consecration.

the altar,

we

preparation for the
When

our

all is

on

look up in humble trust and God

sanctifies truly, or wholly.
Our consecration to God for Christian holiness
is not primarily unto service.

Holiness is

a

great

love-covenant between the individual and the Lord
which centers in
or a

work

supreme

primarily,

al element in
tion is

a

one

our

but to

loyalty,
a

not to

person.

a cause

The person

relation to Christ in full salva

of the most beautiful and

facts involved in it.

challenging

It is complete devotion to,

perfect love for Christ himself. The result
of this personal covenant and relationship how
and

ever, is

complete devotion to his service.

Holiness furnishes the believer the motivepower

for

sustained Christian activity.
81
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spirit of dedication and
devotion to Christ, it becomes our delight to do
always the things that please him. Service to the
point of sacrifice is sweet when motivated by per
fect love. It is very often true that experience of
holiness brings to the front in human personal
our

entire living is in the

ities gifts and possibilities in the realm of service
which

were

unrecognized before.

the individual

which
in

no

can

brings

freedom and power in service

be obtained from

no

other

source

and

other way.

Mrs. C. H.
our

a

It also

Morris,

the writer of

many of

so

best modern songs in the Holiness

Movement,

discovered her gift and responded in this realm
of service after she obtained the
of holiness of heart.

brought
or

gracious

The latent powers

to the front and the individual

her best in the exercise for the

Let

often

puts in his

glory

of God.

who is in

possession of this gracious
refuse to enter any providentially opened

no one

grace

are

grace

door for service.

It does not become

wholly the Lord's,
"I cannot do it."

ever

to say when

It becomes

us

one

who is

duty calls,

rather to say, "I

will do the very best that I can,

trusting in God
"I can do all things through
as my strength."
Christ which strengtheneth me" (Phil. 4:13).
This

blessing

in its

illuminating effect

upon
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mind and heart envisions its possessors with

re

gard to human needs and divine provisions, until
a

urge possesses all who are

holy

enjoying the

accomplish real things for God. Not
only is the vision clarified, but the heart is fired

blessing
with

to

wholly sanctified in
dividual will see, in some measure, depending pos
sibly upon his natural gifts, the world's need as
holy passion

Jesus

sees

so

that

a

it and will feel toward that need

thing like God felt when John 3:16

was

some

born in

his infinite nature.
We will share the

sufferings of Jesus and be

moved to

holy activity by the passion of love that
fills every part of our being when our cleansed
temple is filled with divine love. How we need
holy passion in Christian activity. The absence
of this

God.

means

Its presence

action.
ness

ly

coldness and death in the service of

It is

one

fervency and aggressive
of the glories of Christian holi
means

that it carries in its

the elements which

own

serve

content

to

It is unthinkable that any

experiential

propagate it.
one

should possess

this grace and have the divine love shed abroad in

his heart by the
concern

Holy Spirit

and fail to have

deep

for the welfare of others, both in the

salvation of sinners and in the
truth and

experience

spreading

of the

of entire sanctification.

It
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is not
ence

that

uncommon

in the

early stages

for its possessors to start out with

they

are

just about going

situation in their church
as

of this

they

can

or

experi
an

idea

change the whole
community as soon
to

reach individuals to tell them what

Alas, all such

has happened to them.

are

soon

disillusioned and have to recognize that God has

great

a

many others

working at the task for

a

long time and that they will have to learn to pull
steadily and take their place as abiding witnesses
and at best
rather than

When

though

I

only win trophies from the masses
stirring to action the multitudes.
first

received

I could go out and

this

right

grace, I felt

as

every wrong, turn

the world

upside-down and get rid of all its dirt
and turn it right side up and have it as it ought to
be in about thirty days. This is a fair expression
of the zeal that possessed me.
I thought surely
every one in the church would quickly want what
I

possessed when I witnessed to them.

of

course

I shared

with all others who have started out

in the white heat of

passion

with the

that multitudes would

immediately

ter, the experience that

some

cold

expectation

seek and

failed to

en

understand,

shoulder, while still others
took a pitying attitude and some openly criticized.
Thank God there were those who were glad to
others turned

a
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hear the good

news

and

expressed hunger for the

blessing.
In spite of the facts

just named, it

is neverthe

less true that the vision and passion given
the

blessing

furnish

us

one

in

of entire sanctification is essential to

with motives and power for sustained

Christian activity, and after

regarding rapid

successes

one

is disillusioned

and large immediate

results, he nevertheless is possessed of the passion
which makes him alive to the embrace of every

opportunity to help
things he

never

urge that this

men

to

God, and he undertakes

would undertake without the

experience gives.

holy

CHAPTER XIII

The Method By Which Cod
Makes Us Holy
The method God has chosen and

provided for

accomplishment of this great purpose is by
the sanctification of the Holy Spirit. "God hath
from the beginning chosen you (his believing
the

people) to salvation through sanctification of the
Spirit and belief of the truth whereunto he called
by

you

of

our

our

Gospel,

to the

obtaining of the glory

Lord Jesus Christ" II Thess. 2 :13, 14. That

is, he has chosen you to final salvation

taining

of the

glory

of

the route of the work

�

to the ob

Lord Jesus

Christ, by
of the Holy Spirit in sancti
our

fying you wholly. The sanctification of each one
personally is provided by the shed blood of Christ,
and wrought in and for us by the agency of the
Holy Spirit. This is the route to the experience
and life of true holiness.
There

are

two sides to the work of the

Spirit

in the

experience of true holiness: first, he des
troys sin; then cleanses the temple. He cleans house,
"being then made free from sin, ye have your fruit
holiness, and the end everlasting life." Mr.
Wesley in defining this experience says, "It is an
unto
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instantaneous deliverance from all sin,"
second phase of the
is to reveal in

ence

nor ear

The

Spirit's work in this experi
us the things of which Paul

speaks in I Cor. 2:9.
seen,

87

"It is written, eye hath not

heard, neither have entered into the

heart of man, the things which God hath prepared
for them that love him. But God hath revealed
them unto
eth all

us

by his Spirit ; for the Spirit searchyea the

deep things of God."
Paul speaks of some of these things the Spirit

reveals

things,
as

"the mystery hidden from

and ages, but

now

generations

is made manifest to his saints

:

To whom God would make known what is the
riches of the

glory

of this

mystery

among the

Gentiles ; which is Christ in you, the hope of glory"

Col. 1 :26, 27.
and

An

enthroned, indwelling, unveiled

glorified Christ in

you.

"That Christ may

by faith ; that ye being rooted
and grounded in love, may be able to comprehend
with all saints what is the breadth and length and
depth and height, and to know the love of Christ
which passeth knowledge, that (in order that) ye
might be filled with all the fullness of God" Eph.
3:17-19. These Scriptures set forth the positive
dwell in your hearts

highest standard of New Testament
experience and life. Mr. Wesley's definition re
side of the

ferred to above continues to

cover

this side of the
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experience, when he, after declaring holiness to be
"an instantaneous deliverance from all sin," and
"instantaneous power then given always to

an

This involves the "gift of right

cleave to God."

imparted righteousness, which
selfhood as the temple for his earth

eousness" which is
prepares

our

This is the

ly habitation.

positive side

of the

ex

perience of true holiness. It consummates the
believer's highest spiritual union with God, and
prepares us for right world relationship and for
world conquest.

There is

a

standard not only of

experience, but also of life, for this New Testament

experience

and life.

There is

living the life.

for

expressing it I

am

an

For want of

going

established order
a

better way of

to call it the law of this

life.
There

are

two very wonderful universal terms

used in the New Testament.

We all love that "Whoso

word "Whosoever."
ever

One is that grand

will" with which God makes his last heart

breaking appeal to
equally important
proper

all

men.

But there is another

and within the limits of its

application equally universal term.

"Whatsoever."

It is

This word represents the aim and

conduct of all who know the life hidden with
Christ in God.

all-inclusive for

The
our

single standard life.

total

living. "Whether

It is

there-
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fore ye eat
the

or

drink,

Again in Col. 3:17, "And
do in word or deed, do all in the

whatsoever ye

of the Lord

the Father

Jesus, giving thanks

to God and

by him." This whatsoever is the final

standard by which

conduct.

our

whatsoever ye do, do all to

or

of God."

glory

name
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as

determine

we

The final and perfect definition of

sin is, "Whatsoever is not of faith is sin."

Anything

that hinders

or

clouds faith is sin for

Dr. H. C. Morrison told

moving picture first
ed twice.

Amen.

me once

came on

that when the

the scene, he attend

He said he found after attending that

when he went to prayer, he

was

hindered.

mind would not let go of the things he had
and heard in the movie.

other

one

from then

time spent

He

never

are

seen

in your home. Does

scenes

or

is your

and sounds which at

not devotional.

This wonderful universal term will enable
to

judge aright in

of

our

on

of

all,

in

our

we

our

lives.

do not

us

relationship and activity
obey it will keep the crown

every

total living.

the brow of

King

an

I wonder how about the

on.

looking at the T.V.

mind filled with the

His

attended

it make devotions richer and deeper,
best

us.

To

risen Lord which makes him
"If

we

crown

do not

crown

him Lord

him Lord at all."

CHAPTER XIV

Holiness And
When John

was

Worship

conducted by

one

of his

fied fellow-servants in his survey of the

Holy City,

"Then saith he unto me,

he fell down to
see

glori

worship,
Worship God" (Rev.
thou, do it not :
.

.

.

22

:9)

.

Jesus, when instructing the woman at Jacob's
well, who inquired about the place to worship de
clared, "The hour cometh, and now is, when the
true worshippers shall worship the Father in
spirit and in truth; for the Father seeketh such
to worship him.
God is a Spirit: and they that
worship him must worship him in spirit and in
truth" (John 4:23,24).
Again, the inspired writer had the true vision
of worship expressed in the 96th Psalm, where he
associates our worship of God with his glory
(verses 7, 8 and 9) : "Give unto the Lord 0 ye kin
dreds of the people, give unto the Lord glory and
strength. Give unto the Lord the glory due unto
his name; bring an offering and come into his
courts. O worship the Lord in the beauty of holi
ness." Worship is the highest exercise of which
the human soul is capable.
To be prepared to
worship God as his Word instructs, we need to be
90
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experience of holi
in order to worship the Lord in the beauty
We need the

truly sanctified.
ness

of

and give him the

holiness,

glory due

unto his

name.

live

We

in

things about
fying of

temples of clay.

us are

very real.

The

material

Without the clari

souls and the

impassioning of our
lives by the sanctifying grace of the Spirit of God,
our

apt to experience, even after the grace
of regeneration, the fulfillment of the poet's pic
ture when he declared, "Our souls, how heavily
we are

they
we

very

go, to reach eternal

ever

joys." Again, "And shall

live at this poor

no means

dying rate?"

advancing the thought that

of Christian holiness live in

continually,

or

that

we

a

I

am

by

possessors

frame of ecstasy

do not have periods of suf

fering temptation ; but I do say that wherever the

Spirit abides in

a

cleansed heart, the fervency and

fire of devotion which condition

for the

worship
of God in spirit and in truth are continually fed
as having the source of the same dwelling within.
How this grace does supply us with holy devotion
for the spiritual worship of God. We do not have
to assemble in a public place of worship to experi
ence this, though when we possess it we certainly
will avail ourselves of all such opportunities, but
it is a heart-condition and life-experience which
us
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is in

a

very proper

sense

continuous.

The song writer of Israel cried out, "While I

Holy men and wo
men worship God while at their work, riding on
trains or in busses, driving automobiles, or plough
was

musing the fire burned."

ing furrows in the fields
There is such

kitchen.

or

washing dishes in the

a

harmonizing of

our

spirits with the divine Spirit and such sacred and
perfected relationship between us and God that
the experience of the Psalmist is often repeated.
"We

muse

and the fire burns."

The gracious benefits of the grace of entire

sanctification

are

perfectly safe

so

cerned without it,
to live in the

such

far

as

that

It is

were

the eternal future is

present world without this

gracious benefits into

and which is obtainable

it?"

believers

con

they could not afford to continue

which brings such
Jesus Christ.

if

The

the life

faith in

immediately by

question is not, "Who

rather, "Who

live

can

as

he

grace

can

live

ought to

without it?"

reader, accept no substitute and make no
delay in your personal possession of this BloodDear

bought

be sanctified.
make it

It is Father's will that you should

grace.

The blood of his Son

possible

where you

are

and the Holy

Spirit is

to make it real.

was

shed to

now

present

The Word has

re-
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vealed it and

as

God's ambassador I

am
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commis

sioned to declare this truth and to call believers
in Jesus to immediate

possession of this

grace.

CHAPTER XV

Preaching Holiness
The

only

thus promote true
as

precipitate the experience and
holiness is to preach the truth

way to

it is in the Word of God,

divinely commissioned

If

we are

called and

are

called to

we

men,

preach The Word.
The truth of true holiness is

clearly

revealed

objective of the revealed word, and as
the final objective of Christ's redeeming work. It
as

the final

objective of the work of every
New Testament minister. Pastor, Evangelist and
Teacher. "And he gave some, apostles ; and some,
is also the final

prophets; and

evangelists; and some, pas
For the perfecting of the saints,

some,

tors and teachers ;

for the work of the
the

body

ministry,

of Christ: Till

of the faith, and of the

God, unto

a

perfect

we

for the

all

knowledge of the Son of

man, unto the measure of the

stature of the fulness of Christ"

to

come

edifying of
in the unity

(Eph. 4 : 11-13)
"Wherefore I am made a minister, according
the dispensation of God which is given to me
.

for you, to fulfill the word of God ; Even the mys

tery which hath been hid from ages and from gen
erations, but now is made manifest to his saints :
94
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To whom God would make known what is the

riches of the glory of this mystery among the Gen
tiles; which is Christ in you, the hope of glory:
Whom

ing

preach, warning

we

every man, and teach

every man in all wisdom ; that we may present

every

man

perfect

in Christ Jesus"

Perfect Christianhood is

(Col. 1 : 25-28)
the final objective of all
.

of the above.

This truth

constitutes the doctrine, and to

preach it, using the Bible terms, is the only
to

accomplish God's

of his infinite grace.

reject this truth.
such for its

purpose in the whole realm

There

are

Of course,
Our

promotion.

those who

or

profess
sent it

blind unbelief

concern

fy those who

are

ence.

It

To

to

mes

ignorance, prej

but for those who

get anyone in,

or

so

to pre

feed and satis

true possessors of the grace.

preaching

in the doctrine

try

in this

to believe the truth but who fail

as to ever

The

reject,

utterly

cannot look to

we

sage is not for those who in either

udice,

way

of the life without

never

being definite

gets anyone into the experi

precipitates the real holy battle.
preach so as to awaken no opposition, is
never

preach so that no one is convicted of the necessi
ty of being sanctified.
Two very marked experiences in my past ex
to

perience illustrate

this

point.

While yet

a

pastor.
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called by a brother pastor to minister over
the last week-end of a ten day tent meeting he
I

was

was

conducting

on

his charge.

I drove to the meet

ing Friday morning, prepared to begin

clearly led to
being sanctified wholly,

try in the afternoon service.
a

very definite message

from I Thess. 5:23.
formed by the

on

my minis

Upon

I felt

my arrival I

in

was

Evangelist who had been there for

eight days that the church there was in splendid
condition, but the unsaved were not being reached.
The great burden

was

for the unconverted, for

whom

they had labored for eight days.

phasis

was so

it led

me

to

The

em

strong, and the burden so great that
question my leading. Between dinner

and the hour of the afternoon service I went alone

with God and I said, "Lord, thou knowest I love
to

preach to sinners. I

message if I have mistaken

very

in

clearly led

me

willing

am

not to

change

to

thy leading.

change,

my

The Lord

but to be definite

preaching the truth of entire sanctification.

I

did so, and when I gave the invitation the altar
was

filled, sinners

and

were

sanctified,
After

came

in genuine repentance

converted, and Christians
among them the

we arose

timonies, there
babes in Christ.

came

to be

pastor and his wife.

from the altar and asked for tes
was

the glad witness of newborn

Presently the pastor, who

was a
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holiness

man

made confession

as

follows

�

"I

came

back to this charge for this my fourth year with

the vision and burden for
would reach the unsaved.

real revival which

a

I had been true to the

subject of holiness and preached

opposition

was

this year I

was

definitely until
In the beginning of
awakened.
approached by a leading, wealthy
it

official of the home church who notified

that if

me

I continued to preach holiness he would withdraw

his support and leave the church.

I considered

the matter and decided that I would

life of holiness without

Bible terms.

preach the

being definite,

I avoided the doctrine and

preached the life.

Last winter

we

using

or

simply

had revival

meetings in the home church for four weeks
had the church filled

conversion,

nor

night after night but

even

a

; we

not

a

hand raised for prayer.

Today is the first conversion of the year
charge, and now I see why. That is the

on

this

reason

for my wife and my being at the altar. The Evan
gelist who did not have the experience nor the

holiness

definite second-work experi

light

on

ence

fell sick and left the meeting.

very definite

as a

preaching

over

I continued

the week-end and

genuine revival which stirred the whole

nity

was

precipitated.

real salvation.

Sinners

a

commu

We had filled altars and
were

converted and be-
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The

lievers sanctified.

meeting closed Sunday

night with such interest that the phone where I
stayed began

to

ring Monday morning asking for

help, and continued all day Monday
that it was near night before I could leave for

counsel and
so

home.
Another experience occurred while I
ference

Evangelist.

I held

weeks of meetings in
the pastor,
had

never

a

fine

been

a

one

man

a

of

and

a

four
our

was

Con

Sunday, three

churches where

true friend of mine

definite holiness

preacher.

He

preached the life, and wanted his people to have
the truth, and that is why he called me to hold
his revival meeting. The results were small. A

saved, but the church as a
The fourth Sunday
whole remained unmoved.
morning I preached very definitely showing the
necessity of being sanctified wholly. Conviction
was on but there was no large response.
Walking
few young people

were

lay people after
service, a leading official opened the question in
real rejection of the truth, whereupon the pastor
took sides with me and for the truth, assuring his
lay member that this doctrine was really true and
Biblical, also Methodistic. The layman turned on
the pastor and said, "Why then have you not
preached it to us ?" The embarrassed pastor said.
with the pastor and

a

group of
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"Oh
I
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brother, I have preached the life."
say, preaching the life, without teaching how

to obtain the experience, and without

nite that it is

tion,

and

an

being defi

essential part of present salva

necessity to be fully ready for judg

a

ment, does not precipitate the real experience.
The experience is essential to prepare

one

for liv

ing the life. We need to be definite, use Bible ter
minology, and show the absolute necessity of being
made

holy,

in order to

This truth is

one

To preach

pel.

truth is indeed

precipitate the experience.

half of the

good

news

of the Gos

half and fail to tell the whole

one

tragic.

We cannot preach the truth
we

know it

effectively unless
by personal experience ourselves.

When Peter addressed the lame
of the

sermon

preacher

got, than he
been."

Gospel.

none, but such

The colored

liked the

"That

at the gate

Temple in Jerusalem, he said, "Silver and

gold have I
you."

man

can

of

man
a

can

who

preacher
no more

come

I have
was

give

I unto

asked how he

he had

heard, said,

give what he ain't

back from where he ain't

Paul said, "Woe is
Amen.

as

me

if I preach not The

CHAPTER XVI

The

Logic Of Holiness Evangelism

entire, or "in truth" sanctifica
tion, which produces the experience of inwrought
holiness, is related to one phase of man's sin prob
lem
and it is
then it is logically one part of
God's salvation provision for man.
As we would logically expect if the above is
true, this work is related definitely to the blood of
Christ provisionally; and further, it is directly
related to the work of the Holy Spirit in effecting
it. God as Father wills it. Christ as Son provides
it. The Holy Spirit is the active Divine Agent in
If the grace of

�

�

accomplishing
strument

it.

The revealed Word is the in

by which the Holy Spirit works; and

this in response to faith

ceiving subject.
is therefore

a

It is

a

on

the part of the

part of the sin

cure.

re

It

salvation blessing.

Evangelism is "the precipitation of salvation."
It follows obviously that to send forth the truth
in a way to precipitate conviction for any part of
the remedy provided by Calvary, and further to
lead to the exercise of

a

faith which realizes the

reality in personal evangelism. We have
been faulty in referring only to the first work of
remedy

a
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evangelism. It is genuine evangelism
to precipitate in personal experience the knowl
edge of sin's remedy in all of its phases.
grace

I

as

saw a

church

sign

on

the bulletin board of

a

certain

day which read : "Holiness Meeting at
11:00 A.M. Salvation Meeting at 7 :30 P.M. Of
course, I understood what was meant by the an
one

nouncement; but it

thinking which

I

was

based

on

an

error

in

seeking to correct.
Holiness is salvation as truly as forgiveness.
If provided by the blood and wrought by the Spir
it, if obtained by faith, if it remedies sin, then it
is essentially and logically salvation. It would
be well for all holiness people to recognize this
truth and practice a correct classifying of the
am

same.

Camp meetings which are advertised as "Holi
ness Camps" often fail to recognize this truth,
and speak of wanting evangelism in the evening
services.

This very discrimination is

to the whole truth.

It is based

on a

damaging
failure to

properly classify truth. Hungry people attend
evening services of camp meetings and should
hear definite holiness truth.
of

our

camps

evangelism;

The whole program

should be

the

recognized as genuine
precipitation of both works of

grace should be present in the entire program.
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Of course, it is true that

some

services of the

day

may very

teach holiness peo

ple and

them in

specially be used to
to deepen and enrich

God; and

services may be used to issue the clarion call

some

to repentance.

Yet the whole program should be

recognized and branded real "Bible evangelism."
A failure to recognize the truth I
forth tends to minimize holiness and
to

a

sort of

specialization,

instead of

setting

am

relegate it
recognizing

it to be the fundamental of the fundamentals in

Christian truth, and the need of keeping it in its

place

as

You

"the central idea of
can

work at the

Christianity."

remedying

of many ills

and make little progress because the real
for

so

many ills is

wrapped

up in the

remedy

one

great

provision, namely, the blood-provided, sin-purg
ing, life-empowering baptism of the Holy Spirit.
This experience settles so many problems, an
swers so many questions, and fills so many needs
that it pays to stick to the main line of

an

instan

taneous second work of grace instead of
with the many

is

bothering
symptoms for which this one thing

complete cure. Amen.
I wish I might issue an effective clarion call to

a

all who know this "secret of the Lord," to be true
to the importance, yes, the absolute necessity, of

working insistently and persistently

at the task of
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"spreading Scriptural
�

holiness"

over
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these lands

yea to the ends of the world.

Some of

us

must be very insistent in

ting forth of this truth,
trust.

or

be untrue to

our

our

We dare not lower the standard.

set

sacred

We will

not cease to exalt the truth which honors

our

ing Lord and which embraces such good

news

our

fellow

liv
to

men.

The gospel of

a

true double cure, of

a

full sal

vation, gives to all men, and to every man who
will embrace it, a chance for a new life and an
assured hereafter.

CHAPTER XVII

Single Standard

A
There is but

standard of life for all Chris

one

teaching the Bible truth of two works
in salvation, we do not teach a double

In

tians.

of grace

Holiness

standard of life.

as

a

heart-attitude

toward all known sin begins in the experience of

genuine repentance.
life

so

far

cerned

as

conduct

Holiness
or our

as

outward

begins with regeneration.

justify sinning

in any

measure or

living

is

con

God does not

degree.

Before the faith

justification is holy.

justified

the standard of

God's

by which

be

experienced, we must in
our repentance satisfy a holy God.
No sinning
habit, or sin as allowed for by us is compatible
with our enjoying the smile and favor of a holy
we are

can

God.
"He that is born of

God, doth not commit sin ;"

that is, does not live in the practice of sin.

The

verb commit denotes continued
fore means, does not live in
If

one

single

action, it there
the habit of sinning.

whose habit it is not to sin should in any
instance be betrayed into any sin, even

this is not to be overlooked
he is to seek

an

nor

passed by, but

immediate recovery from such
104
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failure by the

use

Christ

of

our

as

advocate.

"These things write I unto you that ye sin not"

it is not

sin, that is, if any man whose habit
to sin, should by any means fail, "We

have

advocate with the Father Jesus Christ

and if any

an

righteous."

the

Our
in

man

a

use

of the Advocate is essential to

clearly justified condition
In other

God.

any other than

words,
a

no

tained standard of

or

our

allowance is made for

in holiness

as

outward living.

nite experience of "true holiness"

as a

ward

sinfulness,

higher level, but it

or

the

of

sus

The defi

second work

of grace does not raise the standard of
a

us

and relation before

life of obedience to God,

righteousness of life,

ward living to

keep

our

out

removes

in

empowers inward weakness and

conditions the believer with the advantage of in
ward

purity

and power to live the standard of out

ward holiness

without the inward struggle of

civil war, and the lack of moral strength, which

spiritual health supplies.
ard

as

We

are

under

followers of Christ to live

a

a

stand

life, which

requires spiritual health to live. It is hard for a
sick man to be well, but it is not hard for a well
Thus the prayer of Wesley,
man to be well.
"The seed of sin's disease,
Spirit of finished holiness,

spirit of health remove,
spirit of perfect love.
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Oh, that

it

from heaven

now

might fall,

sin consume;
Come Holy Ghost, for Thee I call.
come."

and

all my

Spirit of burning

The first work of grace gives life, the second
work of

preacher,

brings health.

grace
as

Discipline

me one

a

young

candidate for entrance into my

a

conference, I passed
odist

When

an

examination

on

the Meth

upon which the examiner gave

hundred.

Notwithstanding

the

success

of

this

examination, I found out a few years later
that I had utterly missed one very important para
graph in the Discipline, namely, "Methodist
preachers are to insist upon holiness in all of its
branches both inward and outward."

I

always

believed in the outward branch of holiness of life,

utterly blinded as to the in
ward branch of holiness, that is, the definite in
wrought experience which is received by faith,
but I

was

for years

and is given in

an

instant by the wonderful initial

Holy Spirit in Christ's baptism. In
outward holiness, we seek to obey the will and
word of God up to the measure of light which we
possess. In the experience of inwrought holiness,
work of the

we are

cleansed from inward sinfulness and

re

righteousness, after the image of him
There is an imparted gift of
that created us.
righteousness in this second experience, (Romans
newed in

5:17).
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The moral fiber of
the infection of
is built into

epochs

our

inner life is saved from

original sin and

our

of grace

new

moral fiber

human selfhood.

Both of these

parts of

full salvation.

are

Each part is perfect

one

part of the whole.

as a

The

atoning sacrifice which makes possible our
forgiveness and reconciliation with God, provides
same

for

cleansing and renewing in our inner na
in the "righteousness and true holiness" of

our

ture

God.
There is therefore

all-sufficient perfect of
fering for sin in the sacrifice of Christ, and there
is

one

there

one

standard of life for all who follow him, but

and two

two acts of

appropriating faith in him,
definite operations of the Holy Spirit in

are

response to our faith to meet two very definite

realms of need in

our

lives, each

of that salvation which

an

essential part

from sin here, and
"Be of sin the double

saves

fits for final glory hereafter.

cure. Save from wrath and make

The first essential to

our

me

pure."

obtaining

the bless

ing is, "belief of the truth" and the final step is
and immediate dependence upon the
a humble
blood for the experience.

There is in connection

with these conditions of faith,
the

perfect will

an

abandonment to

of God for every interest of

our

all to him, at which point faith is enabled to act
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for the

obtaining of the grace.
Dear reader, if you are not

of this definite

sanctifying

now

grace,

in

possession
do not delay.

Give it your first and continued attention until

quest is honored by a blessed realization.
Holiness is the standard by which God created

your

man.

Holiness is the standard of recovery pro

vided for
standard

man

in redemption, and holiness is the

by which God will finally judge all

men.

CHAPTER XVIII

Observations
We observe, first,

that whatever the moral

quality expressed by the term holiness, it is some
thing which can only be attributed to responsible
personalities possessed of moral capacity and a
measure

of freedom of choice which renders them

responsible for what they are and for that which
they do. Mere things can be holy only in the
sense of being dedicated by a responsible agent to
a holy sacred use.
Persons may be holy in actual
quality of character and in conduct of life. Free,
responsible beings are capable of this quality of
character.

secondly, that the great evangeli
cal prophet Isaiah uses the phrase "the holy one
of Israel" twenty-five or more times in his great
We observe,

prophetic work.

He

designates Jehovah God, the

recognized Creator of the universe
ereign Ruler of the order of nature,
of Israel."

He further discovers to

and the
"the
us

sov

holy

this

one

same

sovereign God as coming into covenant and re
demptive relationship with his creature, man. Of
one

thing

sure :

in this second observation

whatever moral

qualities
109

we

and values

may be
we

may
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discover in this superlative moral term, they all
have their origin in and
the infinite God himself.

are

the direct output of

God is the

source.

All

qualities are inherent in holiness. It is a
glorious white balance between the love-sacrifices
moral

and the

justice which demands righteousness in

the character of God.

Its

quality of mercy is
balanced by truth. It is a quality of free person
ality capable of exercise in the deepest disapproval
of wrong, and in the

highest pleasure and ap

proval of that which is right.
We may observe,

thirdly,

that since God is its

source, it must in nature be like God's
ness.

Whether filling the infinite

own

himself,

holi

who is

possessed of limitless capacity,

or one

creatures whose

quantity is limited,

it must be the

capacity
same

as

to

of his moral

in its nature.

Creatures

whose capacity as to quantity may be limited are
nevertheless capable of the moral quality of this
likeness of God and of being harmonized with his
own

nature ; yea, in the

even

be "filled with all the fullness of God."

redemptive plan

we

may

We may observe, fourthly, that holiness in

God,

in

angels,

or

in men, denotes the absence of

sin and the condition of unmixed good.

ity

it is pure.

In its nature

as an

active

In

qual

force, it

resists all that is evil and it embraces and unites
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with all that is good.

quality
destroy. On

the basis of this truth,

may be permeated

will form habits of
and of sustained
we

its

holy activities.

humanity

Do not conclude

probation

being tempted

recognize that

our

by this moral force until we
holy thinking, of holy doing,

therefore end

reach of

naturally imparts

to all that it does not oppose and

own

that

It

or move

and tried.

Let

us

out of

rather

in the face of these facts which

incident to probation,

we

are

may so form habits of

holy reaction and resistance as to be able to walk
worthy of God in obedience and victory all the
days of our lives. This gracious objective harmo
nizes

perfectly with

the revelation of truth

tained in the Abrahamic covenant:

which he

sware

to

our

out

our

"The oath

father Abraham, that he

would grant unto us, that
of the hand of

con

enemies

we

being delivered

might

serve

out

him with

fear, in holiness and righteousness before

him, all the days

of

Observation five

our

life"

(Luke

1

:73-75)

.

The nature of true holiness

�

highest possible level of fellowship
between moral beings. While holiness is the high
est standard of separation, when possessed, it
involves the

seeks its

own

fellowship. It is deeply
The original, underived, eter

level for

social in its nature.

nal holiness of God gave birth to the whole realm
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of divine

activity in creation,

in both nature and

grace.

God's motive

mately

or reason

to share his

own

in all his works is ulti

infinite

felicity

and

glory

glory consists of the balance and
perfect harmony of his moral perfections. He is
absolutely perfect in all that he is and in all that
with others.

he does.
of this

His

Christian holiness

brings

us

to the level

fellowship forever.

God in his perfect foreknowledge and wisdom
saw

that the

only

way he could ever inhabit

less universe with

ship would be
endow man, his
to share his

beings

sin

this level of fellow

on

to create this
new

a

present order, and

moral creature with

capacity

holiness, but with capacity for the

opposite, and then empty himself in supreme, un
speakable sacrifice to win man to Christian Holi
ness, at the point of man's being won to a supreme
moral choice in the obtainment of the restored

image and likeness of himself provided for

man

in the realm of divine grace.

God created the present
his

new

ness,

moral creature in his

as an

holiness

order, including

as

expression of his

own

own

man,

image and like

perfections, but

the first Adam possessed it involved

the will of God.

Christian holiness is different in

this, that it involves two wills, the will of God, in
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the provision of grace, and the will of man,

won

highest moral choice of which he is capable.

to the

Created holiness characterized the first Adam, but
he had
made

nothing to

say about it.

holy in the provision of

grace has

He chooses it

to say about it.

A person who is

against

everything

every other

consideration and value.
When the Christian
crown

is finished and the

of life won, those who enter his eternal

glory will
ble

race

possess characters of the

value, prepared

with God forever

to

on

highest possi

co-operate and associate

the level of final holiness.

Glory to our Holy God. This experience is im
mediately available to all true believers, for it is
received by faith ; and as Mr. Wesley wisely coun
seled all believers, "If by faith, then why not
now?"

Amen.

Dear reader, make it

now

utter self -yielding, step out

on

In

for

yourself.

the

promise, and

wait in faith until the gracious work is done.

When you do

truly

receive

by faith, it is

and God will add the witness of the
thereto.

yours,

Holy Spirit

CHAPTER XIX

How To Obt-ain The

Blessing

obtained by our
meeting conditions laid down in the Word. There
is in every step a human side and a divine side.
All

phases of salvation

are

Meeting the conditions does
conditions

save

and two

we

on

us, but it

to receive the divine side which does

In Romans, chapter twelve,

save us.

Word

us

not

verses one

have the greatest classical text in the

entire consecration.

This is the human

preparation for the act of faith by which
tain the sanctification without which
see
on

the Lord.

In the

prepared

us

for

converted."

was

shall

This is

a

experience of repentance which
justification by faith, we made a

complete surrender of
We

no man

ob

We often hear it said, "I laid all

the altar when I

mistake.

we

a

hitherto rebellious will.

up the white

flag of surrender, and sued
In a perfect consecration we bring
for peace.
into the highest use, an already surrendered will
and make a dedication, an offering of ourselves
and our all to the perfect will of God.
With a
ran

great objective in view, namely, in order that we
may prove the good and acceptable and perfect
will of God.
114
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To

consecrate

hand."

using

It is

present

our

act of

an

stated

as

means

all to him

is progress in

our

one

fill

"To

the

alive from the dead

already surrendered will,

an

dedication unto his

literally,

for all in

once

will,

to be made

entire

an

There

holy.

consecration, it is in this

that many claim that

our

to

sense

sanctification is progres

sive, the human approach in our consecration is
progressive, but the divine work of our sanctifica
tion is instantaneous.

We consecrate, God

sanc

The text referred to in the

tifies the offering.

Roman letter refers to

complete and definite
consecration. This completed, definite and final
consecration of our body, soul and spirit, involves
a complete separation unto God, and leads to the
a

act of faith which involves

a

full realization of his

perfect will in proving to us the perfect will of
God. Thus, first a perfect consecration, involving

secondly,

a

perfect separation, leading thirdly to

complete realization of God's perfect will.

a

Praise

God.

Consecration is
a

soul

completely

a

great love-covenant between

won

to God and the

personal

It is not therefore

primarily to
service. It is unto him to be wholly and forever
his. To be holy unto him. Service is involved,
God himself.

also sacrifice

even

unto

death,

because

we are

his.
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will do whatever loyalty to him involves.

say with the

We

poet,

"I'll go where you want me to go, dear Lord,
Over mountain or plain or sea ;
I'll do what you want

me

I'll be what you want

to

me

do, dear Lord

;

to be."

Consecration is the consummation of

relation that is all inclusive.
man
a

relation is the

marriage

Its

parallel

covenant.

selves

never

We do not consecrate

our

again, but after the consum
this covenant we acknowledge the same,

over

mation of

in hu

It is thus

definite once-for-all transaction which

needs to be repeated.

love-

a

and

and confess

over

over

tion that it is

and

Thus

so.

complete satisfac
adopt the language of

over our
we

the poet again and say, "Lord I

thine, entirely
thine. Purchased and saved by power divine. With
full consent thine would I be. And own thy sover
am

eign right in me."
Again the poet has expressed this truth in the

words, "But

the

delights of
his love, Until all on the altar is laid. For the
favor he shows and the joy he bestows. Are for
we

never can prove

them who will trust and obey."

Making this

complete, once-for-all consecration to God, sets
the sails of our life, so no matter which way the
wind blows we are so adjusted both to the direct
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and

permissive will of God that

8:28, "And

we

know that all

we

inherit Romans

things work together

God, to them who are
the called according to his purpose."
"One ship sails east and one sails west, by the

for good to them that love

self

same

wind that blows ; It's the set of the sails,

and not the

gales that determines which way we
go." In meeting the tests and temptations of
living the life, we are conditioned to say with
Paul, "None of these things
suffer

move

me."

being tempted, and suffer from the

We

can

wrongs

persecutions, our fixed attitude is,
thing I do, forgetting the things which

done us, in
"This
are

one

behind, and reaching forth

unto those

things

before, I press toward the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus"
(Phil. 3:13, 14). And Pressing we shall win the

which

crown.

are

Amen.

CHAPTER XX

Identification
Identification is

important and meaningful

Christ identifies himself with them who

term.

his,

an

in several very

important respects.

For instance, in the matter of essential
terial

interests, there is

done it unto

one

his "inasmuch

It is not

ment to say, "he knows and he cares

What

comfort in all

ma

ye have

as

of the least of these, my brethren,

ye have done it unto me."

Bible truth.

are

a

senti

cheap

;" it is

a

great

basis for trust, and what

a

living! This affords us confi
dence and assurance against all the adverse ex
periences which may ever be permitted to come
our

our

way.

Then, too,
with his life.

we

have

a

life which is identified

"When Christ, who is

our

life shall

appear,

then shall ye also appear with him in

glory."

Identification of life and interest here

identifies
events.

The

us

with him

with

respect to

future

Hallelujah !

fully

consecrated believer identifies him

self also with the great mission of Christ in his

first advent.
and to

save

"The Son of

that which

man

was

118

is

lost."

come

The

to seek

wholly
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saved believer lives with the

same

He is motivated

great passion of love,

and lives to

by the

same

No matter what he

to God.

save men

great objective.

may do to pay expenses, his real purpose is to
men

to God and

During

the years of my

presidency

get

for eternity.

them prepared

see

of the "Nation

al Association for the Promotion of Holiness" I

fellow-worker in many National
Conventions that princely preacher, that godly

employed

as

a

man. Dr. John Owen.

It

regarding holiness, "No
man

was

Dr. Owen who said

man

is

a

true holiness

until he is identified with this truth and
To this

perience."

said then and

we

we

ex

wish to

re-emphasize it now. Amen, and Amen, and Amen !
It gives us genuine concern when men once strong
ly identified with holiness seem to be less so as the
years go by. While we have some things in com
mon

in

our

faith with

ist friends, there is

a

our

fundamentalist Calvinof demarcation.

sharp line

The truth and experience of Christian holiness,
and the movement

as

such, has in it

an

essential

difference from all and every other emphasis of
truth, so that we dare not compromise. Let us

keep

our

identification.

shall fail in

our

we

sacred trust.

spreading
vital experience.

non-eflfective in
ness as a

If

our

fail to do so,

we

We will become
of

Scriptural holi
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We must

this,

When

produce witnesses.

we

fail in

failure is tragic; indeed, it is utter de

our

feat.

The holiness movement has the message;

and if

proclaimed,

We need true

true witnesses.

it will

produce
holiness preaching.

It needs to be

God's method for raising up witnesses

definite.

must be insisted upon.

It is

instantaneous

an

by faith. In it God eradi
cates sin.
Amen! In it he imparts the gift of
positive righteousness to the believer, inbuilt by
work of grace received

the blessed

Holy Ghost.
The experience has in it the life and

its

propagation.

case,

When

have lost out.

we

we

power for

tame down to

We need

a

a

mild

revival of the

experience which carries with it the passion for
its

own

Holiness experience needs

propagation.

holiness food in the form of the preached Word,
and in the definite

fellowship

ings appointed for the
we

which special meet

purpose afford us.

begin to advocate that all

our

meetings

When

are

holi

meetings, we are in danger. Let all holiness
churches and missions, together with all units of
ness

Christian work that stand for and believe in holi

special holiness rallies, meetings an
nounced and devoted to special emphasis of this
truth. Frequent short rallies are good. All-day
ness, put

on

holiness meetings

are

invaluable.

Since true holi-
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ness

is

means

one

of God's

to seek to get

imperatives,
men

ought by all

to possess it.

Its value is to be measured
It excludes all bitterness of

strife.

we
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by its exclusiveness.
spirit, all envy and

It frees one's soul from resentment and

harmful anger. It takes the lechery out of our
natural passions, the covetousness out of natural

ambition, and the self and strut out of natural
pride. It includes a spirit of charity, kindness
toward all, and perfects our love for a holy God.
There is the absence of
the

a

man-fearing spirit and

man-pleasing spirit, and the

preme

loyalty

the light of

a

presence of

a su

It fills the believer with

to God.

constant trust and the warmth of

perfect love.
Holiness is

understood

or

tion to itself

a

moral value that must be mis

misrepresented to provoke opposi

or

its possessor.

Mr.

Wesley said

its

opposers had to clothe it with the skins of animals

before
in life

costs.

opposing it.
and triumph
Let us keep

Its

possession spells victory

in death.

Let

us

get it

it against all hazards.

the secret of the Lord

at all

It is

imparted to all who get

far

enough from all others and close enough to God
to be told

a

secret.

It is the sweetness of inner life which makes

God at home in the soul.

In

turn, it gives its
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possessor the secret of his presence.

"His pres

disperses my gloom, and makes all within me
rejoice." Hallelujah! This glorious experience

ence

is

available to them who obey him.

now

obedience includes

a

That

humble faith which takes him

at his word without sensible responses to feed
upon.

It

just believes God because he

says

it,

and

refuses to doubt his immutable Word.
We need

ministry
as

an

identification with the truth and

of "true holiness" that will be reckoned

simply acknowledge the
nothing to promote it. A true

radical by those who

truth, but who do

identification with this truth will be reckoned
pure extreme and fanaticism

it.

But how such

a

by those who

as

oppose

stand with all it involves will

experience ! And
such a course alone will precipitate hunger for and
real conviction for the experience. The sane but
real test of preaching this truth as it ought to be
feed and bless those who have the

preached is that witnesses will from time to time
be produced. Even a witness who does not preach
will, by contact with others, bring conviction of
the truth to them.
poses to

By this

keep faith alive

of the great

means

among men.

God pro
It is

one

being "in truth
the world may believe," "That

objectives of

sanctified," "that

very

the world may know."

our

This God-chosen method
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works ; it will be backed

being good fruit.
and

no

work.

them."
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by the fruit of the tree's

It works when it is genuine,

cheap or compromising substitute will
"Therefore, by their fruits ye shall know
Amen!

"Oh Lord, stir and revive

us on

lines of true holiness of heart and life," is my
prayer.

CHAPTER XXI

The

Power Of
Christian Realism

Compelling

The dictionary definition of realism states that
"in literature and art, it is the
persons and

ing

cosmology,

they exist, without

scenes as

attempt at idealization."
"the

principle of depict

In

any

philosophy, involving

doctrine that in external per

ception man can and does perceive real external
objects: opposed to idealism and skepticism. The
theory that logical genera and species are real
things, existing independently and apart from our
conceptions of them and
has been defined

as

names

for them." Truth

that which

corresponds

to

reality.
Realism in modern culture has become
of

thinking

truth

as

and of theories not in

it exists in the

a

system

harmony with

higher realm of theology.

The

principle, however, of adhering to that which
actually exists on any level of thought is a sound
principle.
Applied to the Christian message,
truth is present which answers to reality in hu
man consciousness, involving power that makes
fundamental changes in the realm of human per

sonality

on

the level of the moral and
124

spiritual.
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While Christian realism cannot be demonstrated
in

chemical

laboratory, it is capable of demon
stration in the laboratory of the higher values of
life. Christian truth is capable of realization and
of practical demonstration in its accomplishment
a

of that for which it stands when conditions
met

on

surely

the part of free moral

as

subjects.

Just

are
as

demonstrations may be made in the lab

oratories of scientific

investigation, the truth as
it is in Jesus may be put to a practical laboratory
test in the realism of human experience until cer
tainties are established in the realm of the spir
itual and the moral, of which the believer is
certain

this higher level

on

be certain of the

testing of

istry laboratory.
and experience is
force

The
of

a

as

a

as

the scientist may

formula in the chem

reality

of Christian truth

nature which creates

a new

compelling power in the experience of
them that believe, so that the Christian who has
been cleansed from sin and filled with the Holy
Spirit, possesses a compelling enthusiasm which
joins with the experience of the Apostle Peter as
or

expressed
verse

in the Acts of the

20.

at

chapter 4,

The text referred to is the statement of

Peter, when
of the law.

Apostles

on

trial for his faith before officials

The

opposition to the Christian move
early days was such that but for

ment in its very
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the realism involved in the content of Christian

faith, the whole movement would doubtless have
faded away near the hour of its birth. However,
it did not fade ; the exact opposite is true. When
Peter and John

were

threatened by officers of the

law and commanded that they speak henceforth
to

no man

"We cannot
seen

Jesus, their reply
but speak the things which we

in the

name

and heard."

that does not
possessor.

of

There is

permit silence

There is

a

was,

have

Christian realism

a

on

the part of its

force which creates enthu

siasm which will not be silent.

This is based

the initial experience in Christianhood.

on

When the

disciples discovered Christ, and the fact of
his Messiahship registered in their consciousness,
we have the record of their becoming evangels
first

in their

activity, cried as they met others,
"We have found Him, we have found Him of
whom Moses in the law and the prophets did write,

who,

Jesus

of Nazareth."

In later years, when Peter

letter to the church universal, he wit
nessed, "We have not followed cunningly devised

wrote

fables

a

.

.

.

but

were

eye witnesses

of his majesty."

brings both the eye and the ear into the
line of testimony regarding the reality of the con
Peter

tent of the Christian faith and

brings

a

experience.

He

line down to the present experience of
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same

reahty

as

he declares, "We have also

of prophecy; whereunto ye do
well that ye take heed; as unto a light that shineth
in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day
star arise in your heart." All this is in harmony
with the challenging test put on the individual by
a more sure

word

the great Founder of the Christian faith.

When

ministry of our glorious Founder was ques
tioned by the people who heard him until they
expressed their surprise at his wisdom and mar
velled, saying "How knoweth this man letters,
the

having

never

learned?"

Jesus answered them,

said, "my doctrine is not mine, but His that
sent me.
// any man will do his will, he shall
know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or
whether I speak of myself." The Christian faith
and

has met this great test
Christian centuries.
in the realm of the

across

the

path of all the

This is the basis of

a

realism

knowledge of Christ and the

gospel which establishes cer
the lives of all them that truly believe.

power of God in the

tainties in

It matters not where it is
The

him.

same

which will not be
comes

a

or

who it is that receives

result is achieved

hushed,

compelling

a

enthusiasm

�

power within that be

force in

our

loyalty

to

him,

based upon facts of consciousness in the individual

life.

"We

can

but speak the things which

we

have
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and heard."

seen

The

producing

type of result is the
genuine evangelism. It is the

of this

very central fact of

mission of the true Christian church.

It is the

objective and test of every true ministry. This
fact is recognized by the great apostle who, in

writing

to his

in the

gospel, exhorts him "Do
evangelist, make full proof of your

son

the work of

an

ministry."

The very credential of the Christian

minister and of the true church is the producing
of witnesses in the realm of Christian realism.
Let every believer awake and put
armor

of God and

on

the whole

push the battle to fulfill the

command, the scope of which is the whole world
and the unit of which is the individual.
into all the ivorld and

"Go ye

preach the gospel to

every

creature."

The

reality

of salvation in genuine Christian

experience anchors

a man

intellectually, morally,

spiritually. It determines his direction and
fixes his goal.
An illustration of this truth is
found in the following incident in the life of our
and

Lord.

Jesus, with his disciples,

was

from Judea and the record for
son

some

declares he must needs go

Wearied with

en

route north

unknown

rea

through Samaria.
his journey and while his disciples
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village to buy food, Jesus sat on the
curb of Jacob's well, not only weary but hungry
and thirsty. A woman of Samaria came to the
a

well to draw water.

Jesus asked her for

a

drink,

whereupon she, being a Samaritan woman, ex
claimed in surprise, "How is it that thou, being
a Jew, askest drink of me which am a woman of
Samaria? for the Jews have
Samaritan?"

no

dealings with the

Jesus'

reply to the woman was,
"If thou knewest the gift of God, and who it is
that saith to thee, give me to drink ; thou wouldst
have asked of Him, and He would have

living

given

thee

water."

The

conversation

which

Jesus and this Samaritan
woman

woman

her sinful life and

siahship of the

man

followed

between

discovered to the

condition, and

with whom she

was

the Mes

speaking.

outgrowth of the conversation was such con
viction concerning Christ that the woman became
The

witness, left her water pot, went her way into
the city and declared to the people that she had
a

found the Messiah,

basing her testimony

upon

the fact of His self-revelation to her and the dis
covery of her

A revival

own
was

condition of need.

thus started in Samaria. Many
Christ through the

of the Samaritans believed

on

testimony of the

She said of him, "He

woman.
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told

me

all that

ever

out unto Christ and

I did."

others

Many

besought

came

Him that He would

tarry with them and he abode there two days. The
revival swept on, making many witnesses into
Christ's true Messiahship. The testimony of the
people after seeing and hearing Christ was, "We
have heard Him ourselves, and know that this is

indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world."
The key to this message is the statement "We
have heard Him ourselves and know
tian truth is

capable

.

.

." Chris

of demonstration in the

sciousness of the individual.

con

Christ put all his

teaching and claims to this test : "He that willeth
to do the will of my Father, shall know of the
doctrine."
were

the

We note in this instance that there

those who believed upon the

woman.

Thus

we

see

testimony

of

faith may be based

testimony. Very much of the knowledge we
possess in practically all fields of our thinking is
to a greater or less extent based upon testimony.
Bishop Butler in his famous book, "The Analogy
of Natural and Revealed Religion," states that
the content of Christian faith is of such impor
tance that if its truth could be established, by even
a probability in its favor, it ought to command the
most serious attention of all right-thinking men.
The experience of the disciple Thomas with
upon
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Christ in his post-resurrection appearances il

lustrates the two principles we are emphasizing.
First, he refused to accept testimony as evidence
of the resurrection of his Lord.
of his

Upon the occasion

meeting the Lord and coming into the

pos

session of faith based upon actual

sight,

we

have the

experience, and
special approval of the Master

upon those who do not demand such

evidence

Thomas demanded.

as

Thomas, "Because thou hast
lieved ; blessed
yet believe."

are

they

materialistic

Jesus said to

seen,

thou hast be

which have not

The wonderful truth

and

seen

we are

seeking

to stablish in this meditation is that while there
are

grounds for faith other than that of actual

experience, yet
are

permitted

the book in

a

in the realm of Christian truth

to test the

promises

we

and precepts of

way that will make witnesses of

us

the basis of

experience. We can test the es
sential facts of Scripture so that we, with the
on

testimony : "We have heard
."
Him ourselves and know
Testimony based
upon experience, when that experience is backed
Samaritans, shall

bear

.

.

by the truth of Scripture, becomes
evidence for the truth.

very valuable

It is great to have

tled consciousness within ourselves that
him and know that the great

pel

are

promises

true, which, in their fulfillment,

we

a

set

know

of the gos
save

from
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sin and build

us

in

holy character.

